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Democrat_ Caucllses Sunday · 
By Fred Berger 
Sunday, March 4 is caucus day for 
Maine Democrats. It is a day for gays 
and lesbians to help determine which of 
the eight Democratic candidates will 
face Ronald Reagan in November. Con-
sidering the varying stances these men 
have on gay issues, it is an important 
opportunity to affect our status in this 
country. 
The caucuses are open to any regi-
stered Democrat. Independents may 
change their registration to Democrat at 
the caucuses. The major order of busi-
ness is to choose delegates to the state 
convention in May. These delegates 
come to the state convention committed 
to a particular Presidential candidate or 
with uncommitted status. From them 
are chosen Maine's delegates and alter-
nates to the National Democratic Con-
vention in San Francisco in July. 
Boston, where he promised to employ 
open lesbians and gay men in his White · 
House Administration if he is elected. 
Besides sponsoring the Senate Gay 
Rights bill, Cranston is a sponsor of 
legislation to eliminate anti-gay provi-
sions in immigration laws. He has also 
been a Senate leader in the fight for 
AIDS funding. Cranston placed second 
with 29% of the vote in the Maine straw 
poll last fall. 






Within each caucus a candidate must 
receive the support of 20% of those 
present before he can be granted any 
cfeleptee. .Aftar .All'Qber. of 
delegates each receives is etermine'a y 
the percentage of those supporting each 
candidate times the total number of 
delegates allocated to that caucus. In 
smaller towns the caucus is a single unit 
made up of everyone present. In 
Portland and other cities each voting 
precinct acts as a separate unit in the 
delegate selection process. Therefore a 
candidate could receive delegates· by 
having strong support in one neighbor-
hood even though his overall support 
citywide is low. 
This March 23-25 marks the eleventh 
annual Maine. Lesbian and Gay Men's 
Symposium, tooe held this year on the 
calJlpus of the University of Maine at 
Orono. 
Bent: The Other Holocaust 
Other business conducted on March 4 
includes selection of representatives to 
the County Committee, from which the 
Platform Committee is selected, and the 
introduction of local candidates for the 
June primary races. 
The Republican Party caucuses are 
held on varying dates and are less 
publicized. One has to contact party 
leaders in their area or watch the news-
papers carefully for articles or 
announcements of caucus·locations and 
times. 
Following is a brief and hopefully 
unbiased synopsis of each candidate's 
position on gay issues, listed 
alphabetically: 
REUBIN ASKEW 
Askew is not a supporter of gay rights. 
Generally the most conservative of the 
eight men, he is the only one to actively 
oppose abortion. He supported Anita 
Bryant in her successful campaign to 
overturn the Dade County, Florida, gay 
rights ordinance. 
Promising to be even bigger and better 
than last year's Symposium held in 
Portland, the Orono meeting will feature 
films, a coffeehouse, dances, workshops 
and discussions. The focus for the week-
end will be on the lesbian-gay commu-
nity in Maine. 
Workshop topics slated include the 
law, health issues, divorce, children, 
relationships and other personal issues. 
Discussions · will center on · political 
action in Maine, intrastate communica-
tion and recognition of 1984 as the Inter-
national Year of Lesbian and Gay 
Action. 
Registration fees will be on a sliding 
scale, starting at $5.00 per person. The 
fee will include overnight accommoda-
tions, .child care and admission to all 
scheduled activities. Donations will be 
accepted for persons attending just one 
or two workshops. 
The Symposium will be dry - that is, 
alcohol will not be served. For those 
wishing to drink, a space is available for 
beer and wine in the Memorial Union 
Building. The building is also wheel-
chair accessible. 
While other . Symposium ideas are 
still coming up and plans are being 
made as you read, here are some of the 
films that have been chosen: Boys in the 
Band, Lianna, Word Is Out, Diagnosis 
on Aids, and the Naked Civil Servant. 
Friday night events will begin with 
registration, continue to a coffeehouse, 
ALAN CRANSTON dance and film showing. 
Mr. Cranston has a longstanding After Saturday morning registration, 
record of supporting gay rights. He was an opening plenary session will be held. 
an original sponsor of the Senate Gay Afternoon sessions will include keynote 
Rights Bill. In 1972, he hired Pat Osbon speakers and assorted workshops and 
as the first openly gay Senate staffer. films. A second dance will be held Satur-
(Osbon recently spoke to a GPA meeting day night. Sunday activities will include 
in Portland.) He also has the only "out" religious services, coffee, and a closing 
lesbian staffer in the Senate. Cranston plenary session. 
has targeted gays and lesbians and Symposium planners are still looking 
nuclear freeze advocates as primary for folks who can make T-shirts for the 
supporters. A Cranston representative event, and others who have additional 
addressed the audience before Virginia ideas and input. To make arrangements 
Apuzzo's speech. Mr. Cranston himself or to attend the Symposium, contact the 
apP,eared at a candidates' rally spo,n- . Wilde Stein Club at the Mem9rial Pnio_n, 
• · · 'so~ by gay .a~q ,Ies}?ian groups in . U:qiversity of Maine, Oron,o}Me. ,Q4.469. 
By Doug Cruger 
In Germany, after World War I, some 
of us called each other "fluffs." They 
called us by a less affectionate term -
"bent." 
In 1928, by a vote of 15 to 13, the 
Reichtag Committee of the German 
Republic approved a Penal Reform Bill, 
abolishing all "homosexual crimes." In 
May of that year the National Socialist 
Party officially declared that "anyone 
who even thinks of homosexual love is 
our enemy." Just one year later, before 
the Penal Reform Bill could even take 
effect, the Nazis came to power, setting 
into motion the most concentrated effort 
ever devised by an elected government 
to persecute, punish, and exterminate 
homosexuals. By 1945, it was estimated 
that as many as half a million homo-
sexuals died in Hitler's concentration 
camps. 
That is the setting for Martin 
Serhman's powerful and jolting drama, 
"Bent," produced here by Bob Carr and 
now being presented by the Audacity 
Theater. , 
In the late 1960s, the musical 
"Cabaret" (based on Christopher Isher-
wood's Berlin stories) brought to the 
stage and screen the story of an 
American trying to understanding the 
impending doom about to settle on Ger-
many, both for the Jews and homo-
sexuals alike. The underlying homo-
sexual theme (largely exorcised from the 
stage production) caught something of 
the decadence of pre-Nazi Germany. 
That same flavor is evident in the first 
act of "Bent." Unlike "Cabaret," how-
ever, "Bent" depicts the chilling con-
sequences of Hitler's rise and the 
attempt to crush both the homosexual 
movement and the human spirit. 
"Bent" is a love story, dramatic and 
shocking in its intensity, but it is much 
more than that. It is also a play about 
interpersonal relationships, about the 
survival of human spirit in the face of 
impossible odds. What makes "Bent" s~ 
$hocking is·:not so , much its straight-
~ • \ " • j 
forward depiction of desire and fulfill-
ment- and that is certainly part ofit-
as the sheer determination of two of its 
central characters, Max (in this produc-
tion played by Bill Duffy) and Horst 
(played here by Barry Wood) to find and 
embrace one another's humanity, 
literally under the glare of Nazi lights. It 
is chilling drama. 
It is drama made even more intense by 
humor. The humor in "Bent" is seen 
both in the realism of situations in 
· which we see our .own search for tem-
porary gratification and in the charac-
ters, determined to seek out others like 
themselves, in the midst of a world that 
punishes even a flirting glance. The 
language of the play is as contemporary 
as the passion and longings of its 
characters, and one is easily trans-
ported from Germany of the 1930s to 
America of the 1980s. "Bent" has a 
universal message and a universal 
warning to us all. 
"Bent" comes to Portland thanks to 
the creative efforts of Audacity Theater. 
An informal collective, the Theater had 
its birth less than a ye~r ago when it pre-
sented the musical "Gay Side Story"· at 
Symposium X. That effort brought toge-
ther women and men of varying stage 
experience, in a community project not 
only to write an original play (based, of 
course, on the Bernstein-Soundheim 
musical with a similar name) but to 
stage it for a gay audience. "Bent" 
represents a second major effort, this 
time using a company of experienced 
actors and director (George Rumens) 
under the sponsorship of Gay People's 
Alliance. It is to their credit that they 
have produced a play worthy of atten-
tion, on a subject of universal interest 
and profound importance. 
"Bent" will be presented at Luther 
Bonney Auditorium, on the USM Port-
land campus, February 25 and 26, 
March 3 and 4, ~nd March 10 and 11. 
The play begins at 8 p.m. and tickets are 
. $3.9<). and inay be purchased.at the door. 
· I -urge JtOU. to..' experience u.. . · 
-
, . 
.... ,. .. 'I. , ' ' ~ •• I \ \ j, 11 • I .... 
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A Call To Our Community 
Through our proverbial gay grape-
vme, the staff of Our Paper has heard 
rumblings of dissatisfaction. "Why 
didn't you cover the show held at the 
__ ?" "Why didn't you cover the party 
thrown down at __ ?" Or "Gee, 
nothing appeared on the __ ,,, 
The . staff here at Our Paper is very 
small, and the ~sks ofgetting a paper 
outeach,mon~ are many. We would like 
to. have more covei:age of special events 
within -the community ~ we're aching 
for· jt!. We want the paper to reflect the 
~versity .. ,of our community, with 
reviews . of performan.ces and celebra-
tions held.at the various bars and coffee-
houses, ,theatre . and . dance reviews, 
special projects, .and reviews of gay and 
lesbian artists. 
But the staff cannot cover all these 
events. PLEASE WRITE! Please a~k 
youl' friei:ids anc;I. . patrc;ms to write. We 
would love to hear from you! 
NOTICE 
Recently; Our Paper received a letter 
from a concerned ·contributor. She, like 
some of us, wishes to sribinit material for 
publication, but is in such a line of work 
that. her job may be threatened if her 
name is used·. This is an important issue, 
and Our Paper would like to both 
address and .clarify it, · 
How ·you sign' your material is your 
choice. You may use your full name, your 
fitst -name only, a pen name or your 
·ini tials. ·You can even be anonymous, if 
· you prefer. Our Paper respects your need 
, for protection, and·will strictly .adhere to 
all confidentiality. But we must make 
clear to our.readers that once the paper is · 
published, we cannot guarantee where 
the paper.will go or who will read it. The 
responsibility of protection, therefore, 
rests ultimately·with you. You make the 
choice.as-to how you·would like to have 
your name app'e-arin Our. Paper, and we 
willcc«imply with your wishes. -
"" - ' ~ 
PURPOSE 
OUR PAPER ia published monthly by the 
OUR PAPER Collective; P.O. Box 10744, 
Portland, Maine'04104. The pilr.poee.of.OUR 
PAPER is to serve u a voice for leebiana end 
gay,me~in Maine. We ~h then~~ to 
be . a - source . of information, support and 
aftirm.ation, and a vehicle for celebration. by 
ai)d.formemJ,eraoftheleabiim:andgaymen'.s 
communities. We want the paper to reflect our 
diversity, ~ well . . ' . . -
EDITORIAL'POLICY 
We .will co:urider for, publication any 
material. that broadens our underatanding·of 
our -lifestylea: and of each oth.-. Views and 
opinio11s appearing in the paper are those of 
the authon only . . 
. All material 19ubmitted muat be signed and 
include an addieu and/or phone number, so 
we ·can contact the author should we need to 
consider editorial revisions. However, within 
the pages of the newspaper, articles can 
appear anonymously, upon request, and 
strict confidentiality will be observed. No 
~olia ·or: ~one of mat,erial will occur 
without da~qpe with .the author. 
: we welcome: and .encol(np all oar readers 
to tJQbmit mllierial fot publica~n and share 
your comments, criticimaa and pomtive 
feelinia with us. Remember, OUR PAPER ia 
Y opr Paper!!! 'DEADLINE for each ian-, ia 




S'~bec:riptiona are. $10 for ·12 iaau.. Make 
checb payable, to "OUR PAPER." All 
aubmiaiona and c:orreapondence ahoald be ._f to OUR PAPER. P.9. BOX 10744, Port-
land, Maine 04104. 












K. Mu Mellenthin 
John~k 
MUSING ·Letters 
By Kate and Lois 
This is a column about fear - a deep, 
To Our Paper: 
penetrating, political fear that just In early January, two men made front 
won't quit. Some of you may have made pages of the Portland papers in highly 
the same (obviously unkept) promise to publicized cases of pederasty or 'man-
yourselves in 1980 that we did - some- boy relationships. Maine's gays, I think, 
thing to the effect of: " If Ronald Reagan should · offer them some feelings of 
is elected, I'm going to move to··· New- warmth, brotherhooa ana sympatnetic 
foundland." We assume from your support. These would be definitely 
reading this that you didn't go either. In unasked for, maybe unwanted, but 
fact, a good case can be made that his would be primarily in the nature of "we, 
election in 1980was aplusforthoseofus too, are here; how can we help?" expres-
who consider ourselves political organi- sions of interest and charity. 
zers. It certainly gave us a rallying. The two separate cases have been the 
cry. But the price for poor people in this subject of court action. In one, there may 
nation has been altogether too high to be a question of fact - the accused 
feel good about that "gain." Now it's denies the charges, and is possibly the 
1984, and we're here in Washington, victim of some brat's shake-down 
D.C., watching our "acting president"· attempt, but a jury thought otherwise. In 
first hand. And we're scared to death! . the other, the accused admits his past 
If Ronald Reagan is re-elected, we face. guilt, while he was leading a boys' 
the likelihood of 20 years or more with a group. 
Supreme Court dominated by right-wing At last spring's annual Maine gay 
ideologues. The most liberal members of conference, which I did not attend, some 
that body, Justices Brennan and spokesman for a man-boy love group 
Marshall, are 77 and 75 years old respec- (NAMBLA?) - so I've been told - had 
tively. Three other Justices, are over 75 his views fiercely opposed. Lesbian 
years old. The most conservative, mothers and gay fathers, apparently, 
Justices Rehnquist and O'Connor, are were as loudly defensive of their sons' 
59 and 55. If Ronald Reagan gets even virtue and innocence as any 
one more appointment to the Cmirt, \,Ve· heterosexual ultraconservative organi-
could be in for a ·very hard ,time; Let's . zation, or a PTA assembly. 
look at why. · Underage jailbait have, so far, not 
It's rumored · around · here that attracted me, either in the prepubescent 
Reagan's first appointment to the Court or later-teens segments. By my lights, 
would be William Webster, currently both the first gentleman (if the alleged 
Director of the F.B.I. That pr9spect is acts did take place) and the second one 
not only scary on the surface; it.would . who had their misdeeds featured on 
also mean ·that · Reagan ,would .get , to - page one were stupid, and knew what 
appoint the new Director of the F .B.I.: - they were doing. However they may very 
. and you can bet he would not be a: friend · well, truthfully and correctly, make the 
of lesbians and gaymen. Remember the : same charge against me, for what I'd 
witch hunts? Grandjury investigations? done before sodomy statutes were erased 
J. Edgai .Hoover? ·Two mbre ·Reagan . in some states, or if I should engage in ·. 
appointments could . tum around · the · gay activities in the remaining jurisdic-
Court's support for a woman1s right 0 · tions where it is still illegal. Instead of 
choose. Imagine - and it's important being critical, I feel I should at least 
that you do -- what a Supreme Court make some gesture of brotherly interest 
with six Reagan appointees ·could ·do to · and caring. 
the rest ofour lives. As lesbians and gay Probably, if! were to write to these two 
men and those sympathetic to.our quest men, the one who claimed under oath he 
for civil · !ights · and ~ivil ·-libe:rtie!;l,_ .. we did not',do it would throw my; letter into 
mll$t.stop·Uµs. ~il;>ility. , the wastebasket. · The other may 
As yQu might have guessed, .we have possibly be under some lawyer/ court 
some suggestions op. · how . to sta,t.' arrange\llents requiring him to seek 
Ass~ming you yourselves are convinced psychiatric rehabilitation (siol/o:r;aphfo 
of the importance of this issue, are you nonsense!); and be unable now to say 
regist.er.ed to v-0te? Wil,l you make sure "Thanks; I appreciate your good . 
every frienq is registered, too? Will you . wishes." 
vote,.andseetha,tth~ydo?Ifeveritc9uld In any case, conscience tells me I 
m~ke i;t,Q.ifference-, .this year may he jt!· should try, and make the gesture. 
The two of us pave .t~ken on ~ spj:!Cj.al, . In our gay history books and 
perso:Q.al project-w.e:d like to.recomm~nd mythology, Socrates , our earliest 
toyou·aswell-. W,el;lreworkingfi:omnow. martyr, drank hemlock for leading 
on until November to . convince oµr youths astray. 
parents that voting for ~,maid Reagan 
this year would be like voting deli-
berately to hurt their children.· Will our 
parents knowingly do that? Would 




unique & beautiful clothing 
from everywhere 
41 Exchange St Portland 
AB 
Dear Editor: 
On Thursday, February 9, 1984, the 
City of Portland and State of Maine were 
graced by a visit from a national leader 
in the Gay (Civil) Rights Movement - a 
woman of intelligence, enthusiasm and 
charisma. The leader - Virginia 
Apuzzo, of course. . 
Ms. Apuzzo's. visit was made possible 
by the efforts of many. In particular, 
however, I wish to thank Mr. Steven 
Waltman of the Gay People's Alliance at 
U.S.M. Without Steve's interest · in 
having Ms. Apuzzo visit and his courage 
in extending the invitation, I am certain 
the event would not have taken place. 
And all who attended realize, I'm sure, 
what a gift that was to our community. 
Hats off to Steve W ~ltman, Phil 
Gautreau and all others who made 
"Ginny's" visit a reality. 
Sincerely, 
B.J. Aaron 
··· ····· ·· ······················· ·· ······· 
Special Issue 
The April issue of Our Paper will 
feature articles about gay and 
lesbian parenting. We wel-
come all contributions of arti-
cles, poems, graphics, etc. on 
this subject. 
To the editors: 
The following is a short article by 
Stephen Laffey that appe;ired in the 
latest issue of the Bowdoin Patriot, a 
conservative newspaper put out by the 
College Republicans af Bowdoin 
College: 
• 
G~orge Orwell thought that men 
would come to misuse words to the point 
where "peace" would mean war and 
"love" would mean "hate," helping to 
further the existence of the totalitarian 
state. He was right. There are two words 
of particular importance to the English 
. language that I want back: lib~ral and 
gay. 
To be liberal means to be progressive 
and tolerant. The liberals of today are 
neither. They are regressive, wanting to 
return to the days of the Middle Ages 
where people's lives were ruled by an all-
gay (ga ), adj. [ME. & 0 Fr. gai], 1. joyous and 
lively; merry; happy; light-hearted. 2. bright, 
brilliant: as, gay colors. 3. given to social life 
and pleasures: as, a gay life; hence, 4. wanton; 
licentious: as, a gay dog. - S YN . see lively. 
powerful elite. To be sure they U:se the 
word "progress" to denote their 
attempts at further government control, 
but this is simply one of their codewords 
to hide the truth. 
I looked up the word "gay" in the dic-
tionary and it is defined as "happy and 
carefree; merry." But I have never once 
seen a happy homosexual. This is· not to 
say there aren't any; I simply haven't 
seen one in my lifetime. Maybe they are 
all in the closet. All the homosexuals I've 
seen are sickly and decrepit, their eyes 
devoid of life. 
Someday in the -future I would like to 
be able to acknowledge in public that my 
views are liberal and my life is often gay. 
However, until these words regain their 
meaning I will remain conservative, 
heterosexual and happy. 
• . . . r 
· Although entitled "Humor, 'I find Mr. 
Laffey's article anything but humorous. 
I am outraged. The homophobic atmos-
phere at Bowdoin is bad-enough without 
ignorant articles of this type propa-
gating more anti-homosexual 
sentiment. 
I encourage all readers to help me and 
the Bowdoin Gay/ Straight Alliance to 
educate Mr. Laffey and others in -the 
Bowdoin community. Please write to the 
editors of: 
The Bowdoin Patriot 
Moulton Union 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
and also to the editors of: 
The Bowdoin Orient 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
The Orient is the other, more liberal 
publication on campus that has, in the 
past, supported the gay cause. 
Your responses would be greatly 
appreciated. Mr. Laffey may think he 
can .avoid responsibility for his article 
by hiding under the title "Humor." Let's 
show him we don't think ~t's funny! 
In Unity, 
Scott Lauze 
President, Bowdoin GSA 
Bowdoin College 
PIANO GAR! 
uve ANO LtVeLY 
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Commentary 
Why I'm Going To The Caucus 
By Fred Berger 
After Virginia Apuzzo's eloquent plea 
for our participation in the political 
process, I hesitate to address the subject 
at all. It was .listening to Virginia, 
however, that convinced me even more 
that a decision I made last month was 
'the right one: I am going to the caucus on 
March 4. 
For the past three years I have been 
registered as an Independent voter. I 
have enjoyed being outside (or above?) 
party politics. The Democratic Party 
seemed the domain of straight folk with 
whom I do not identify. I felt that I could 
be politically active without being part 
of a party. I have changed m~ mind for 
two reasons. 
One reason is that I now question my 
perception of who Maine Democrats are. 
I have seen lesbian and gay friends, for 
whom I have much respect, commit 
themselves to national as well as local 
candidates. Their enthusiasm has led 
me to at least experiment with party 
politics as a means of achieving political 
goals_. 
The second reason I joined a party 
derives ft:_om my experience last May 
working for passage of the Maine "Gay 
ij.ights" Bill. Gay men and lesbians from 
throughout the state attended the legis-
lative hearing and lobbied their legis-
lators for weeks before the vote. We 
received assurances of support to the 
point where some of us even expected 
passage in the House. When the vote 
came, we felt betrayed and abandoned. 
Politically, the legislators knew that it 
was safe to ignore us. They perceived us 
as a "special interest group" that 
appears every other year to plead our 
case. They did not know us as an active 
force within their respective parties. 
Virginia spoke of the tremendous 
gains the gay movement has made 
recently. But these gains have been 
made in cities and states where gays 
have organized themselves politically, 
where straight politicians recognize 
that gays are a strong political force that 
must be dealt with. I believe that for us to 
achieve political influence in Maine it 
will be necessary for us to operate in the* 
context of the party system. 
Virginia said, "Let them know who 
you are. Make yourself visible." When 
the caucus is held on March 4, I intend to 
be there with bells on. 
OUR PAPER-• Page 3 
CRP-Reagan's Version of Musical Chairs: ---
we Can Change the Rules 
By DE 
The time -Anyday, 1984. The place 
- the world. It takes approximately 30 
minutes for a nuclear missile to travel 
from the United States to the Soviet 
Union (or vice versa). An emergency 
broadcast interrupts radio and televi'. 
sion- programming throughout the 
country: "This is not a test. I repeat, this 
is not a test. This is the real thing, 
folks!!" The missiles on both sides have 
been launched. What do we do? (Pro-
vided that we heard the broadcast or 
that our brains clicked as to why we 
suddenly see, from our office windows, 
masses of people running in all direc-
tions.) What do we do? 
If FEMA (Federal Emergency 
Management Agency) has anything to 
say about it, we'll begin a game of 
"musical chairs" - to the tune of "You 
Take The High Road and I'll Take The 
Low Road" (please sing as you r~ad): 
I'll go to Bridgeton, 
And you'll go to Rumford, 
And Massachusetts will come to 
Maine. 
But one thing they don't have the 
answer to, 
Will the Russians, in advance, warn 
me and you?? 
short term effects of a nuclear warhead 
falling on the state (i.e., the social, 
economic, medical and psychological 
effects); 2) to provide the public with the 
nuclear civil emergency preparedness -
approach to this scenario (i.e., the plans 
as developed by the Maine Bureau· of 
Civil Emergency Preparedness or, if not 
the plans, their major approach to a 
nuclear disaster); and 3) to receive public 
input on these plans and to compile a 
report which will be submitted to the 
Legislature, the Governor, and the 
municipalities in which the public 
hearings take place. The vitally sig-
nificant provision in this bill is the 
mandate to hold public hearings. 
According to Andrews, "These heatjngs 
are a way for the public to primarily 
learn what is going on, to learn about the 
nature of nuclear warfare, to learn about 
this particular approach, and be able to 
express exactly how they feel." 
The, point is - our voices witl count. 
As Ginny Apuzzo stated, during her 
recent trip to Portland, "We will count 
when we force them to count us." If there . 
is strong attendance at these hearings, · 
· and if there is strong public sentiment 
against nuclear civil defense plann.ing, 
the Legislature could change the -state 
law, the Legislature and the-Governor 
could dictate different priorities to th~ 
Bureau in Augusta. And the feds are · 
nervous! Officials from the federal 
government testified against this bill at 
the State House. Such direct interven° 
tion in state legislation by· the federal 
government is very unusual. There will 
be tremendou-s pressure 'oil · our . 
legislators from the federal government · 
to reject any alternative to nucl,ear civil 
defense plannfog. This pressure can 
only be overcome by stro'ng pu~lic 
sentiment. 
Why should we, as lesbians and gay 
men, be concerned with this issue? Why 
SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC should we attend these hearings? 
HEARINGS Because we are citizens of this planet. 
March 13 - Bath-Brunsw_ick Because the billions of dollars being 
March 15 - Portland poured into nuclear weaponry means · 
March 20 - Presque Isle just that many tax dollars not being 
March 22 - Bangor earmarked to meet human needs. 
Times and locations to be determined. Because AIDS research is tremendously 
For further information call: Laura under-funded while our · brothers con-
Pawle - 774-8198 (Portland); John tinue dying. Because the idea of a 
Grieb -'- 725-5855 (Bath-Brunswick); or nuclear war is intolerable. Because 
Marty Alexander - 488-3321 (Caribou). 
(I've written a number of other verses You can also call the Maine Freeze Reagan's theory that a nucle_ar war can 
which I'll send you if you mail in a Campaign for the latest information at be survived with "ap.propriate 
request to Our Paper. I thought I' J also 772-06_80. planning" is a sham'. Because we, as gay 
try to sell the song to the Maine Freeze men and lesbians, are often acutely 
Campaign.) Since 1978, Maine has spent approxi- sensitive to lies. Because Reagan and 
The real name of the game is Crisis mately $130,000 a:i;mually in preparing his friends, his circle of advisors and 
Relocation, a major thrust of Reagan's for a full-scale nuclear attack, primarily supporters, would like all to believe that 
$4.2 billion, seven-year civil defense - through Crisis Relocation Planning. we are simply "jmmoral, diseased, per- . 
program. Crisis Relocation Planning Maine''S "high risk" areas are Portland,' verted monsters.''. That alone makes-me 
(CRP), predicated on the belief that a Bangor, Lewiston-Auburn, Bath-Bruns- suspicious, as these same irrational 
nuclear war can be survived by a signifi- wick, Cutler, Limestone and Kittery. people are the ones telling me that I can 
cant portion of the population, calls for Public- hearings will be held in Port- survive a nuclear war. We must be about 
the evacuation of people from "high- land, Bath-Brunswick, Presque Isle, and breaking through the myths, whatever . 
risk" areas to "lower-risk" areas in the Bangor. At these hearings, after those myths may be. . 
event of a nuclear attack. Such plans listening_ to the effects of ·a nuclear Apuzzo challenged us to commit our- · 
have been rejected by many commu- attack on the State of Maine and to the selves to the "te.dious, sometimes boring,- · 
nities throughout the country. In mid- mtclear civil emer_gerrcy preparedness always essentialactofparticipatingin a 
March, Maine citizens will have a approach to such an attack, the public process that affects our lives." Witli 
unique opportunity to examine these will be called upon, by the Commission, these upcoming public hearings, we, in 
plans and give input into the future of to vote - to choose, in light of the Maine, have a unique opportunity to 
nualear civil defense planning in Maine. information received, whether Crisis scrutinize one piece of "the federal 
The Maine Legislature, in its last Relocation is reasonable 'and whether government's nuclear war strategy and 
session, passed "An Act to Assure they support continued allocations of to participate in determining the alloca- . 
Public Awareness of Nuclear Civil public funds for nuclear civil emergency tion of resources presently marked for 
Protection Plans for Maine," a bill preparedness. The significance of this is civil defense planning. We have a 
written and introduced by Rep. Tom that we can affect this process. The unique opportunity, as lesbians and gay 
Andrews (Portland). The bill created a Commission is considering presenting men, to join in coalition with other · 
nine-member Citizens Civil Emergency alternative approaches to the public for people to tell our policymakers that we 
· ', • Commission whose purpose is, via public response. As a member of the want our resources put into planning for 
'· dl public hearings in four of the "target · Commission, Andrews is proposing that life - into preventing a nuclear war on 
0 ~,. zones": 1) to provide the citizens of the Commission present the option of this planet, into cleaning up toxic waste 
• ~ ~- • / Maine with information on the long and making it a part of state law that nuclear sites; into . eradicating AIDS, into 
.,.... -. . civil em~rgency preparedness will not feeding the hungry, into building decent 
.,. ...... -.·.··.•--.•.<•.w.•.w.·.·-·,·.w.•.•.•.-........ _., .. -.·.·---·.-.-.:::: ....... •.•--.·.·······.-.•.w,·---·.w.-.···-·.--·.w.•.•.·.:::::,:::::::: :.::::::: :::::::::::····:-:"·W·W-.,--·.w,w,., .•-.w-.--·- ·.·- ·.· ·.··.·w.·ww""'"'"•'"·Y..·'•.--.w.--·.·-·.·.w.·.·-•. •.· .•. w--;;;::; occur in the State of Maine - that we'll housing, into making inaccessible 
* * 
Woman-Identified Woman seeking :;ame fj outlaw it. Another alternative is a bill environments accessible, into creating 
CLASS If IE D S to share f~rni shed \negotiable) 2 b: droom :[ An~re'"'.s sub~itted into the curr~nt jobs for old people. 






The rate is $4 for 30 words, 1°' for each 
additional · word. All ads must be 
prepaid. Mail your ad by the tenth of the 
month to: OUR PAPER, Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104. 
Our Pap er will be acceptin~ 
PERSONALS beginning with the Apnl 
issue. The rate will be $4.00 for 30 words 
or abbreviations, and 10 cents for each 
additional word/ abbreviation. A $2.00 
charge for handling will be added. One 
line is approximately 40 units - letters 
and spaces - in length. All Personals 
must be prepaid. Mail your Personal to: 
Our Paper, Box 10744, Portland, Me. 
04104. Responses will not be opened by 
Our Paper staff and will be forwarded to 
you twice monthly. Weaskyounottouse 
sexually explicit language in your 
Personals. 
$170 + utili ties, available un'.11e~;~t~l~- Cal'. Ii l.lll Educational Clearinghouse on the non-gay brothers who may be reading 
Penny at 780-4090 (day:;) 0 1 77--073- (eve {, Causes and Consequences of Nuclear this -you, too, have a responsibility to 
ning-s). )f War" within the Department of Educa- confront, in . Apuzzo's words, the 
Contact/Fantasy/Wr-estling Club· it tion· and Cultural Services. The Com- "generic issue of oppression." We need 
expanding Northeast/Nationwide. 500 If mission will also beaskingthepublicfor you for our issues. We need you to 
members - many in Maine/ Mass. area. @\:! input on what we see as the "disasters" support . us. We will continually insist 
Photo listings, all scenes. Uncensored jj{ that should be planned for in our that you do this. Together we can make a 
~P~~~l~~·?~~:U'fr:;~~!~ West 10th St., ;:: ::: , ~g~~~~~-~~~S,.: _ ... ·-. ,-·.·· .. -·-· .. -; _. ......... , .._. .-·-·.-·-·: .-· ··. ·: ,· ---- ... ,diffE!r.e~~~>·<,,,·/,,:t_,,, ,,,,,,:,,,·,m··~·,·,,,m,,.·~=:m:r·::,t:·,:,,,:,,·,,,·f::'= 
Gay Roommate Wanted: To share apart- .;:-..-
ment intown Portland with youn,g_ profes- I? 
sional man. Quiet, neat person desired. R~nt: it 
$175 includes all utilities, HBO, and park!,ng I.\1.I.f 
if needed. Call 761-2117, 7 am to 10 am, Mike. ,':":, 
B.J. Aaron d/ b/ a/ Old Orchard Properties ··\ 
now accepting reservations for weekly 
•Summer rentals. For information write P.O. '\= 
Box 159, Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064. 
Advertising Representatives 
Needed 
Our Paper ,has grown and would like 11\j:: 
to grow further. Some mo11:ths we ~ould jf 
go to 16 pages, but alas, ounncome 1s not JI 
enough. Advertising reps are needed if 
statewide, including the Greater Port- t 
land area. Flexible hours (you set them), ... 
paid on commission. 
1 
@: 
Please help us to serve you better. If /i 
interested, write to Our Paper at P.O. ;J 
Box 10744, Portland, Me. 04104. {::i 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The Maine Peace Program of the 
American Friends Service Committee is 
holding its .sixth annual Spaghetti 
Supper benefit on Friday, March 9th at 
6:00 p.m. at the Woodfords Congrega-
tional Church, Portland, Maine. The 
speaker for the ~evening will be Randy 
Kehler, Coordinator of the National 
Freeze Campaign. Music by Susan 
Savell. Donation requested is $5.00 for 
adults and $2.50 for children. Accessible 
to handicapped persons. For more infor-
mation call Nat Shed at 773-9805 or 
A.F.S.C./Freeze office, 772-0680. 
.. __ _ ,.. _ ... _..,_. _ _ ... _. __ ...... __ _ ... ~ ·1 .. -- ... 
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By Paul B. Seidman 
My legs are sore. I went to the GPA 
meeting Friday night (Jan. 27) and now 
my legs are sore. I guess the cause and 
effect isn't clear. I was so wound up after 
the meeting and during the following 
day that I had to release it somehow and 
chose the Boogie Bash at the People's 
Building on Saturday night and danced 
for a solid three hours. It did the trick. I 
felt tired and unwound. 
But what a meeting! The largest and 
longest GPA meeting that I've ever seen! _ 
The scheduled t9pic was "Feminism and 
Gay Men" and there were almost thirty 
people attentively attending. The 
conversation took off without a stop for 
refueling until it landed three and a half 
hours later at Phil's request. We could 
have gone all night, perhaps, but I, for 
one, was more mentally and emotionally 
exhausted than I realized. Thank you, 
Phil, for having the good sense to bring 
that portion (of what I hope will be an 
ongoing discussion) to an end, and 
thanks also for scheduling the meeting 
in the first place. . 
Thanks also to Elly Haney an'd Br1an 
Fairbrother, who were the guest 
speakers of the evening, providing us 
with their analyses, anecdotes and 
insights. In saying that, I don't want in 
any way to imply that insight wasn't 
contributed by practically everyone 
there. That was one of the special things 
about the meeting - so many active 
participants! 
One of the main topics for discussion 
and debate was feminists' anger at 
society and, as is often the case, at men 
in particular. Several messages to those 
confused or disturbed by the anger 
surfaced. 
One reason the worp.en at the meeting 
gave for their anger was the tiresome 
task of explaining, explaining, 
explaining, explaining, explaining. 
Many feminists are constantly finding 
themselves explaining their perspec-
tives, their values, their beliefs to men, 
often with the feeling that what's being 
said isn't being carefully heard. 
One man made an analogous connec-
tion between what many women at the 
meeting were talking about and his 
endless attempt to get his parents to 
understand his gayness. 
Parents: "Yes, dear, we understand." 
Him: "Then I can bring home my male 
lover to visit?" 
Parents: "Oh, no, THAT we couldn't 
accept!" 
One woman related her all too 
common experience. After sharing her 
feelings and beliefs about feminism and 
herself as a feminist to her male lover, he 
threw out an insensitive remark meant 
to be a joke. The question was raised by a 
man in the group - Aren't you taking 
things too seriously? 
I talked with someone - a white 
person -_ later about that and got this 
response: Would you go up to a black 
person and casually call her/ him 
nigger? Or toss off a racist joke? Before 
we take it for granted that we can joke 
about something serious to someone else 
we better be damned sure that the other 
person doesn't mind. 
We can't just assume that anything or 
anyone is open to being slighted. We 
can, however, take the time to be sensi-
tive to others' feelings. . 
It needs to be point out, too, that for 
centuries women and their lives have 
been the objects of men's "jokes." We are 
all familiar with Henny Youngman's 
most famous line, "Take my wife . . . 
please." Disrespect towards women is 
deeply bred into our culture and it can't 
be taken lightly. 
Other related questions that arose: 
Doesn't feminist anger get in the way of 
communication? Why can' t those 
feminists treat a man as an individual? 
And the answers came: Firstly, 
feministR aren't perfect. Issues which 
carry a great dea,l of personal and social 
significance, and. therefore an emotional 
intensity, can't always be communi-
cated calmly. Jt is important for men to 
understand and not take the anger so 
personally. 
Secondly, as it was so eloquently 
pointed out, a man is not simply an 
individual; -he is the product of the 
society and comes with much of the 
attitudes and behavior inherent in that 
society. For many feminists this reality 
sets up a basic and necessary distrust. 
Some men in the group said they had 
trouble relating to the anger. One gay 
inan pointed out quite effectively that he 
gained insight into the feelings of anger 
that many feminist women share in 
recognizing his own anger towards the 
oppressive heterosexual c_ulture. 
The other major point made about 
why so many feminists are angry is the 
constant attempt by men to trivialize the 
whole feminist movement, where 
irrelevent points keep being thrown in 
its path in an attempt, conscious or not, 
to devalue or divest feminism of its 
unquestionably pertinent message, 
especially as we find ourselves on the 
brink of nuclear war. 
We see a similar method of practice in 
Falwell's attack against gays and 
lesbians, never addressing the issue of 
human rights, always avoiding or 
evading the real point. And we saw this 
tactic during the fight for civil rights in 
the '50s and '60s. 
A final point on.this subject was that 
men really need to take some initiative 
in examining their lives, their values, 
their sexism rather than relying on 
feminist women for help - a role all too 
common to women. It was stated quite 
clearly; if men don't examine the values 
they were raised with, then they are 
destined to unconscientiously live them 
out; and so, althovgh by sexual pre-
ference or orientl,Jtion gay men may not 
be part of the norm, they may still be 
playing out the values oftlie patriarchal 
system which oppresses women and gay 
men, as well as countless others. 
It was recommended that people in 
GPA take the time to examine their 
sexism, where it exists, and also to look 
at how their sexist and heteros!;lxist 
values affect their sexual behavior and 
examine possible alternatives. 
Many other topics were raised and 
discussed: 
- The differences between reformist 
and revolutionary attitudes toward 
change in society. It was emphasized 
that our culture tends to be so extremely 
individualistic that a revolutionary 
approach needs to be encouraged by 
stressing the need for essential struc-
tural change rather than simply 
changing the attitudes of individuals. 
That also indicates the need to change 
the oppressive patriarchal value system 
and the structures that support it, rather 
than "fitting" the oppressed minority 
groups into the traditional society. 
continued on page 8 
Harbor Masters 
Portland's leather/ levi club has 
begun to plan activities for 1984. 
The Harbo;r Masters, just over a year 
old, has decided that two events held in 
their first year should become regulars. 
Their anniversary run, a weekend long 
celebration which last year attracted 
over 100 men from outside Maine, will 
once again be held on Veteran's Day 
weekend in November. 
The Autumnfest- a highly successful 
flea market and community street fair-: 
will also be scheduled ' for 1984. Last 
year's profit went to the AIDS related 
work of the Maine Health Foundation. 
No recipient has been named yet for the 
1984 event. 
The continuing ·monthly activity of 
the Harbor Masters is their supper at 
Cycles, 59 Center Street in Portland. 
Held the third Monday of every month, 
this next supper will be March 19 from 6 
to 8 pm. The Harbor Masters welcome 
anyone interested in the club and its 
activities to participate in this on-
going fund raiser. 
If you have any questions about the 
club, write: Harbor Masters, Box 10117, 
Portland, Maine 04101. 
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UNIVERSITY OF 
FRIDAY APRIL 13 B:15pm LEr'l;GYEL GYM 
SPONSORED BY : MPAC. 
SEA. OCB. HONORS DEPT. 
& The ARTHUR LORD FUND 
Sign Language for 
Hearing Impaired 
child care provided 
TICKETS : 7-50 
AT UMO MEMORIAL 





"Good taste is the worst vice ever · 
invented." 
Edith Sitwell 
We specialize in books by and about women, alterna-
tive energy, health care and spirituality. 
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 5:30 Closed Sun. 
rta.na. ssas, ltd. 
5'71 co"9te.ss 
Maal\e's recor-tl· Y~sou~ 
First Annual 
GAY PRIDE 











No tickets will be sold 
after March 15 , 1984. 
MAY 12, 1984 
LEWISTON MULTIPURPOSE CENTER 
145 Birch Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
TICKETS - $3.00 
( All tickets must be bought in advance. 
No tickets will be sold at the door.) 
Sponsored By The: 




TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: 
The Cafe Cycles 
The Gym' 
Papa Joe's _ 
The Sportsman Club 
The Underground . 
··············.·············· ··· ··················· · ··~·,····· ~! ·····~·~······· ~·~·············! 
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,OUR .PEOPLE 
Ginny Apuzzo: 
"We are making history" 
Part · I 
On February 9 the gay and lesbian 
community in Maine, and our friends 
and supporters, were blessed with the 
presence of Virginia Apuzzo, who deli-
vered an inspiring, insightful, provoca: 
tive address at USM - Portland. 
Ginny Apuzzo, the Executive Director 
of the National Gay Task Force and the 
Fund for Human Dignity, and a long-
time activist in the struggle for lesbian 
and gay rights, was brought to Maine by 
the Gay People's Alliance at USM. We 
applaud GPA for making the visit 
possible. The following are excerpts 
from the speech (italics), the content of a 
press conference held earlier in the day 
(PC), and a brief interview conducted by 
Our Paper staffers Fred Berger and DE. 
We regret we could not print the speech 
in full. ' 
PC: What do you see as the role of the 
gay movement in politics? 
Apuzzo: I can't tell you how enthu-
siastic every segment of the community 
is and how that enthusiasm is a part of a 
education programs. Some of these 
public education programs include an 
anti-gay and lesbian violence project 
that established for the first time a crisis 
line 800 number that enables folks to call 
in and document incidents of violence. 
We also had the first national crisis line 
for AIDS and we were very pleased and 
proud that when the Public Health Ser-
vice finally established its 800 line they 
came to us to get briefing on how tq, 
establish that crisis line and how they 
could be more sensitive to the concerns 
of gays and lesbians and friends
1 
parents, and spQuses of gay people who 
might be calling. 
PC: What do you plan to do while 
you're here and what is your purpose for 
being here? 
Apuzzo: My basic purpose in being 
here is really two-fold. One is to share 
information with the community about 
what's happening as we see it around 
the country in this movement, in this 
very critical political time, and two, to 
listen and learn something about the 
"I am here to advocate our participation. 
Unless you do that, you're going to relegate 
the responsibility to somebody else. There 
are legions dying to take your place." 
groundswell around participation in 
government, demanding that govern-
vlfient allow us, permit us, engage us in 
the decisions that affect our lives. I think 
the key statement is, "the decisions that 
affect our lives," whether we're talking 
about legislation that enables us to work 
without fear of being discovered, or 
legislation that enables us to have 
access to institutions, or legislation that 
lessens the fear that we have around 
concerns of child custody, right straight 
through to some of the more critical 
concerns that have captured the gay and 
lesbian community recently vis a vis the 
AIDS crisis. We are a community that is 
on the move. We are organizing in every 
part of the country. And I can tell you 
this, having visited many parts of the 
country - from Birmingham, Alabama 
and Memphis, Tennessee to New 
England and all throughout the 
country. We fully anticipate that this 
groundswell of activity and this deter-
mined notion of being a part of the 
decisions that affect our lives will bring 
us into the political arena in a way that 
will perhaps be a little different than 
other minority groups moving into the 
political mainstream. Because we are 
everywhere and we are a part of every-
one, we bring with us a consciousness 
that I think is broadbased in a way that 
will add a dynamic to our politics. 
PC: Can you tell us a little about the 
National Gay Task Force? 
Apuzzo: The National Gay Task 
Force is one of several national organi-
zations. Ours is · the oldest and the 
largest of the national organizations. 
We have just celebrated . our tenth 
anniversary. Our purpose is really to 
deal with the executive branch of the 
federal government. That involves 
issues like immigration, the military, 
and employment at the federal level. We 
have as a parallel objective being a kind 
of clearinghouse for what's happening 
around the country. Perhaps we were 
one of the first "networking" organiza-
tions in the country. We intend to stay in 
reasonably close communication with 
local organizations, sharing informa-
tion and facilitating getting 
information to people who may require 
it. 
We are funded largely through indivi-
dual and organizational membership. 
We are also in the process of reaching 
out beyond individual membership to 
resource development. We've gotten a 
good deal of money in the last year from 
foundations to hel:p f~d . <;mr· pubFc 
concerns of the Maine community. That 
exchange is really, without any hidden 
agenda, the crux of why I'm here. 
DE: Would you comment briefly on 
how you have seen the National Gay 
Task Force change and develop since 
you've come on board? 
Apuzzo: I came on board about 
fourteen months ago. There was a time 
in 1976 or '77 when my lover then was 
Betty Powell. She was co-chair of the 
National Gay Task Force and I was co-
chair of the Gay Rights National Lobby . 
So I've watched the National Gay Task 
Force for a long time. And I've fre-
quently been a critic of it. I certainly 
didn't mince words ever in terms of criti-
cizing it. I felt that after Bruce and Jean 
left, the Task Force slowly began to lose 
contact with the community. It was asif 
the executive directors were terrified of 
the community and just didn't get out. 
And any time they got criticized they 
became embattled by it as opposed to 
saying; "Listen; criticism serves a func-
tion. It makes you reassess where you're 
going," and get on with it. So I became 
real critical of it and there was a 
concerted effort to make sure that I 
wouldn't be hired as executive director of 
the Fund for Human Dignity whose 
board is dominated by National Gay 
Task Force folk. I think sometimes we 
criticize things that we care about. I care 
deeply about our institutions. I care 
about the Gay Rights National Lobby, 
that it as an institution is not · just 
allowed to disintegrate. Let's decide 
what we want our institutions to do. 
When I was asked to come on at 
NGTF, it was the same time that Gover-
nor Cuomo came in in New York State. I 
had been head of Gays and Lesbians for 
Cuomo and I had been a longtime sup-
porter and friend of the governor, 
though I don't agree with everything 
he's done since he's been in power. I was 
seriously considering taking a position 
in state government. I did a little soul-
searching and I felt that I'd come on. 
And since I've come on I've had 
·enormous support. I have a staff that 
kills themselves. They're there at nine at 
night and again at 8:30 the next 
morning, on Saturdays, on Sundays. 
They're just incredible people. I've got a 
core of volunteers, sometimes as many 
as 55 in a week. We have people in that 
office who put in eight-hour days who 
are volunteers. I've got some people on 
my board who are really trying to see 
that boards of directors have to move in 
a new direction, and ~orp._e. who aren't. 
' 
But the membership has really given us 
a chance. The renewal rates are very, 
very high ~ way over projection. 
I felt there were two things that had to 
be done. One, we had to get a solid 
program that you could talk about con-
cretely. "This is the violence project; this 
is what it does; this is why it's doing it. 
This is our AIDS program. This is the 
program with the governors. This is the 
program with the mayors. This is what 
we're doing in immigration. This is what 
we're doing in the military." Very 
concrete, hard items with achievable 
elements in them. Secondly, we had to 
get out and be available to the commu-
nity, to see who you are and tell you what 
the Task Force is about. And then we 
had to get the Fund for HU:man Dignity 
severed from an exclusive relationship 
with the NGTF. It .previously had an 
exclusive grant-making relationship. 
We could only support NGTF projects. 
Now we are 'doing a project with the 
National Coalition of Black Gays to help 
them do a major voter registration and 
education project. We're doing a tech-
nical assistance program that focuses 
primarily on women in Third World_ 
groups where we have people who are 
professionals in grant-writing and 
foundations assisting smaller organiza-
tions to write grants to help fund them-
selves. We've got an anti-discrimination 
hotline project with the Black and White 
Men Together around racial discrimina-
tion. We've got a New York State 
Council on the Arts grant in which 
. Jonathan Katz is doing a course in Gay 
and Lesbian American History, which is 
packed with people. So now it's not just 
NGTF's horizons that dictate what the 
Fund would do, but the community 
needs that determine what the Fund 
should do. Organizations can no longer 
have as their objectives being organiza-
tions. They must have as their objective 
We definitely need a personnel 
increase. I would like to hire at least 
three more people - one more in 
Washington and two in New York, and 
I'd love to have someone who simply 
does community outreach full time. 
We're doing a union survey right now in 
an effort to get away from just white 
collar college people. We're doing a 
major union outreach. There's a lot of 
activity but we're restrained by the lack 
of personnel and that would be helped 
enormously by more membership. I 
think it will come. I don't ask people to 
join the National Gay Task Force. I 
don't do a pitch for us. I feel that people 
will say, "That's what they do; that's 
who they are; I'll think about it." But we 
will get several memberships from 
Maine. We probably could have gotten 
ten times more if I'd be out there staffing 
a table. But if I believe that the strength 
of the national organization comes from 
the strength of the local groups, then 
why rake everything out of the local 
community? I don't take honorariums. 
Either they can make a donation to the 
Fund for Human Dignity or to a local 
violence group. I honestly believe that if 
you give something to the community, it 
comes back to you. It works. 
PC: Do you think you're going to run 
into any problems? Maine is pretty con-
servative. Do you expect any kind of 
negative reaction? 
Apuzzo: Myself and the other 
national leadership w~o take the oppor-
tunity to come out and see what's 
happening in the community frequently 
meet people who, in their misunder-
standing of who we are, in their lack of 
information about what it is we're about, 
allow their ignorance and fear to precipi-
tate a conflict. If it happens, I'm 
prepared for it and if it doesn't, it doesn't 
mean that there isn't any. It simply 
means that the chasm is still separating 
'(When I say we will count ... we will count 
when we force them to count us." 
serving the community. Where the 
community has a need, that's where you 
have to respond. And I think the commu-
nity responds to that. Some groups that 
have gotten funding have funneled 
money back in to keep it going, and they 
are not obliged to do that. 
DE: You spoke very eloquently about 
what's happening across the country at 
a grassroots level and how that creates 
the national movement. How would you 
rate NGTF in terms of responding to 
local needs and is there a plan to do more 
outreach to local groups? 
Apuzzo: I would rate the response as 
improving but not there. We're making 
an · effort. The projects with the 
governors, and mayors, and chiefs of 
police are real helpful in terms of helping 
us put together packages, giving them to 
the local groups so they can see what 
we've told the mayors, and then lettin g 
them take it from there. Our AIDS infor-
mation dissemination project I would 
probably rate higher in responsiveness. 
Our outreach around the violence 
project, especially to women's centers 
and women's crisis lines, is very effec-
tive. We've contacted just about every 
rape crisis and violence center to let 
them know that lesbians feel more com-
fortable coming to them but that we 
want them to know that we're also doing 
an 800 number to document violence 
against them. So we take the opportu-
nities that are available to us and 
attempt to get as much through as we 
can:. I I \ f f l '" • I 
us. I think sometimes we look at people 
who confront us in a negative way as 
purely a negative situation. It doesn't 
have to be that. A lot of times when 
people approach us with their misunder-
standing, their _ignorance, their lack of 
information, and we have an opportu-
nity to have an exchange, we don't walk 
away convincing anyone of anything, 
but they've met somebody, they've 
asked their question, they've received an 
answer and they walk away and 
perhaps think about what they want to 
do with that information. 
PC: How is the climate for gay and 
lesbian civil rights in the Reagap 
administration? 
Apuzzo: I think the entire question 
of civil rights has been a matter in this 
current administration that will be 
under heavy scrutiny as we move into 
the Presidential campaign season. I per-
sonally testified before the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee several months ago 
when the entire civil rights community 
came together and urged that the 
committee make a strong statement 
urging the President not to fire the 
Commissioners and reestablish the 
Civil Rights Commission in the manner 
that he subsequently did. I think that 
one of the things that we're seeing is that 
civil rights in the area of education will 
be underscored. I notice that the whole 
definition of discrimination has now 
shifted from the effect of discrimination 
to the intent of those who discriminate. 
That's a critical shift.; That's not a little 
nuance. That has, in the eyes of many 
people, eroded civil rights gains. As we 
move into this Presidential year, in 
attempting to define the goals and bjec-
attempting to define the goals and objec-
tives of the American ·people, I think we 
will find that the civil rights issue is one 
that will be underscored and 
highlighted by all segments of the civil 
rights community. 
TIE: What gains have been made on 
the federal level in terms of gay and 
lesbian rights issues? 
Apuzzo: l think that one of the 
things that I've been alluding to is the 
entire AIDS crisis. When we began 
talking about a budget dealjng with the 
AIDS crisis, the federal government was 
talking barely in terms of 11 million 
dollars for what they were considering 
their number one health care priority. 
By the time we finished out last year, we 
were able to collectively - I mean the 
Gay Rights National Lobby 1,md all the 
groups that worked with us and all the 
grassroots groups around the country -
impress upon the federal government 
be serving on the platform committee. I 
have been appointed on the state level to 
the platform committee of the Demo· 
cratic National Convention and I ha:ve, 
despite that involvement urged my 
board not to endorse a candidate, but to 
focus on the issues and to underscore the 
issues for the membership in a way that 
respects people's political identity. I 
don't know if that will change or not, but 
that's the most recent discussion we've 
had in executive session . . 
PC: In what other ways might NGTF 
be in','.olved in the primary campaign? 
Apuzzo: The National Gay Task 
Force is coordinating an effort in con· 
junction with four other national organi-
zations. It is called "'84 and Counting." 
The four other organizations are the 
Gay Rights National Lobby, The 
Human Rights Campaign Fund, The 
National Coalition of Black Gays, and 
the National Association of Gay and 
Lesbian Democratic Clubs. We've pre-
pared a briefing paper and question· 
naire. The questionnaire covers a 
spectrum of issues including civil rights, 
government employment, immigration, . 
"Your presence - the influence you have, 
the courage you bring to the struggle - it's a 
monumental contribution for which I am 
incredibly grateful." women's issues, health care, access to 
the urgent necessity of responding to government programs, access to the 
this savage epidemic, and so we closed administration, and conduct of the 
down· the year getting over 48 million Presidential campaign. These questions 
dollars in funds for AIDS. The federal and the briefing papers were distributed 
budget begins this year with 53 million to all the candidates. As each of the 
dollars identified. We do not think that is candidates has responded, we have dis· 
adequate and we will work to increase seminated the information as widely as 
that, but I think it says that there is a we know how to and as we can afford. 
level of communication between the We have responses from Vice President 
federal government and the gay and Mondale, Senator Cranston, Senator 
lesbian community to focus on the Hollings and former Senator McGovern. 
necessity to see this as the crisis that it We have met rather unsuccessfu-lly with 
is. Senator Glenn. We are promised Senator 
Other gains that we've made ... c.er· Hart's and Reverend Jesse Jackson's 
tainly the work of the Gay Rights t responses soon. I don't anticipate former 
National Lobby in accumulating 80 co- Governor Askew being responsive. 
sponsors in the House bill and continued DE: How can small gay and lesbian 
work in the Sen ate. And no one expects communities in a state like Maine con- · 
that to be done in the next six months or tribute to a national movement? 
the next year or two years. That is the Apuzzo: When you s a y "small 
kind of movement objective th-at is long-1 grouJ1s like/! I can tell you that I've 
term. That is an educational process heard that question in every single state. 
that we fully anticipate will take a long It is the reaching out of these small 
time. The National Gay Rights Advo· groups to each other and then beyond 
"If it is a movement that is committed to 
address the generic issue of oppression ... 
then we will have a movement of the most 
exciting political possibilities." 
cates, the Gay Rights National Lobby your borders in y~ur regional areas and 
· and the National Gay Task Force are in then bey?nd that m thf co_ntext of wh_at· 
communication with the Justice Depart- ever subJect area you re m_volved with 
ment around questions of immigration. that has ?reated the national move-
As you may know, we've had two federal ~ent. I thmk th~.t_ when y~u c?nfront 
courts now with two almost conflicting ignorance and m_1smformation m _Your 
decisions that will undoubtedly go •o the local area tha.t 1s part of a national 
$upreme Court for resolution. So, we're ~o~ement. When y~m make ~ourself 
moving ahead in the area of immigra- v1s~ble around ~n issue - hke the 
tion. Interestingly enough, we're getting article that was m the Port~a~d paper 
considerable support from Republicans !as~ w~e~ -when you m3:ke v1S1bl~ what 
seeing the reasonability of lifting the 1s mv1s1bl'e to. the pubhc (that 1s, our 
discrimination that exists in immigra- c?ncerns, our ~fts, ou: as~ets, our enthu-
tl.on siasm, our thirst for Justice); when you . k h . "bl th On other fronts the National Gay ma e _t at v1s1 . e, you are en 
Task Force just presented before the enha1;1~mg th~ national m~ve~ent. Cad 
U.S. Conference of Mayors _ to its you Jom natio~al orgamzations an 
Human Development Committee _ a support them with your do!lars? A~so-
resolution about the necessity for legis- lutely. Can you be part of an mfm:mation 
Iation and executive orders banning network? A~solutely. But I thmk the 
discrimination against gays and v~ry_ first thm~ and perhaps the most 
lesbians. It was passed unanimously by s1gn~ficant thmg we do is to make 
the committee. Thosepersonswhospoke ~~1fest ourselves, to make ourselves_ 
up emphatically were Third World v1s1ble t~ each other and to the larger 
mayors who spoke on our behalf and co_n?,mumtv. It has never been more 
k h · · -1 · h · critical that we be able to find each spo e tot e issue as a c1v1 rig ts issue. th It' th t h" t th t · 
Th I · ·· 1 b & h · o er. s a reac 1ng ou a 1s at reso ution w1l go eiore t e entire t. th" t k d th" ·t 1·t 
U S C & f M · J d crea mg 1s ne wor an 1s VI a 1 y . . onierence o ayors 1n une an d Wh I t 
we're working very hard to make sure an movement. e~ say . o ;y.ou 
that it is received favorably. In it, the Arkansas and Memphis a~d ~m~mg· 
mayors of America call upon their ham, Alabama . . . ~1rmmg am, 
colleagues to deal with this issue as a Alabama. Well! they orgamzed a couple 
civil rights issue, and deal with discri- of years ago with a very small group. I 
mination as we must deal with went back several months late: ~nd t~e 
discrimination, .that is, intolerance is group_ had _quadrupled. The;y Jomed m 
intolerable coalition with other groups m the state 
· . . and they ended up defeating Albert Lee 
P(?: D~es NGT~ mt;md to endorse a Smith, co-sponsor of the Family Protec-
Pres1dent1al candidate ·. . tion Act. And they say the same way you 
Apuzzo: :rhat's. a difficult. question say, "How can we· in a small town?" I 
and o~e which ~e Just dealt with at ?ur think whafs happening on the grass-
execut1v~ ?omm1ttee. We are postponm~ roots level in this country, in this move-
any decision about endo!sement . until . ment is one of the most exciting things 
our May full _board m~etmg: ~ a~ per· I've ever seen in my forty-two years, 
sonally v~ry mvolved m po_ht1cs m the manv of which have been spent in 
Democratic Party and I will probably politil:al and movement ISsues. ' · 
Before I begin· this evening, I want to 
talk with you about that notion of 
counting. In 1976, the truth of the matter 
was that I and Jean O'Leary were 
barred from an open meeting where the 
Democratic Party Platform Committee 
was discussing issues that concerned 
the people. We were barred because gay 
and lesbian rights were an embarrass-
ment to the candidate's party. In 1980, 
we wentfrom having four delegates and 
alternates to the Convention of 1976, to 
seventy-seven (77) gay and lesbian dele-
gates and alternates to the Democratic 
National Convention. We were larger 
than the delegations of some 25 states. 
We were able to do that because women 
and men, in states all over the union, 
came together in their caucuses on their 
days of the primaries and committed 
themselves to the tedious, sometimes 
boring, always essential act of partici-
pating in a process that affects their 
lives. 
I'm not going to urge you to show up 
for Candidate A or Candidate B on 
March 4th. But I am going to plead with 
you to make the commitment to be part 
of the process that, in fact, does affect 
our lives - not just as gays and lesbians, 
but as people living in an environment, 
as people who are demanding that 
government allows us to be involved in 
the decisions that affect our lives, what-
. "-eVe~~those decisions.are.-
. We have seen that despite the fact that 
the majority of Americans support the 
Equal Rights Amendment, it didn 't 
pass. And we've seen that despite the 
fact that any of us believe that if a group 
were threatened with death, surely a 
compassionate government would be 
responsive to something that they 
claimed was the # 1 health care priority. 
And yet, as women and men, on those 
issues and on a spectrum of other issues, 
we have been disappointed. And I say to 
you that we will continue to be disap-
pointed until we take charge of our 
commitment to participate in that 
process. To make that process respon· 
sive. 
So, 1976 - an embarrassment to the 
party. In 1980, 77 gay and lesbian 
delegates and alternates. I will tell you 
what the Democratic Party learned how 
to do. They learned how to count. It 
wasn't goodness, truth and light. It 
wasn't a revelation. It was a simple 
notion of learning how to count. So, 
when I say we will count, we will count 
when we force them to count us. 
DE: Your talk tonight was incredibly 
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ripple. What are they acknowledging 
about the tenuousness of their hold on 
what is? 
I get exasperated with people. always 
trying to keep us away ~om children .. I 
happen to think that this movement 1s 
about telling children the truth. I really 
believe that. What would happen if · 
children came to see and respect differ· 
ences? Just that. I've been a teacher all 
my life. I've been a social studies 
teacher · so difference has been a 
conceptual element that I've asked 
children and adults arid college students 
to deal with. If you could get kids to 
understl;l.nd and respect difference, 
whether it's black-white, rich-poor, 
male-female, whatever - just respect 
difference - you'd really be able to make 
a difference. But they are so goddamned 
petrified of letting us go n ear children . . 
They're afraid that children would learn 
something that terrifies them. It's 
almost like some kind of fairy tale story 
- the strange stories of "keep it a 
secret." Keep it a secret of how insecure 
we are, how tenuous our hold is. 
continued 
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inspiring and you posed many Open aeven day, a week 
challenges to us. Open yur 'round 
h 207·782-0638 Apuzzo: It just seems to me t at AUBURN. MAINE 
when you consider that the entire hetero· .. --.!~:;:::::::::::::::::~-· 
sexual universe is supported by every-
thing in society, whether you're looking 
at toys or storybooks for children, or 
traditions in American society or any 
society in the world. You know 
marriage, and funeral and mourning, 
and everything is heterosexually 
oriented. You see these people who've 
got everything, every aspect of support 
going for them, and yet they get terrified 
when a fraction of the community; 
whether it's the disabled or the aged, or 
youth, or gays and lesbians, or Blacks 
and Hispanics, or any segment of the 
community says, "Wait, we want to bein 
this, too." They get crazed. When you 
consider that it takes every bit of 
courage for us to say, "I am who I am," 
and these people have every damn struc-
ture in the system supporting them. I 
think they're very unstable (laughs) that 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO 
THE UNDERGROUND 
From 
( eup. LIG.-.T I 
n i~t r i h11 tcd hy 
NATIONAL DlSTRIOllTORS , I NC . 
So . l'ort lancl, Ma ine 
they worry so much about the littlest •---------------• 
·.~ 
Hot TQpics continued from page 5 
- A brief analysis of how capitalism 
contributes to the patriarchal system by 
enforcing sexism and heter~sexism in 
its division oflabor and family, creating 
the generization of roles. 
- Separatism. Men need to respect 
separatism as a choice some feminists 
make, regardless of whether it's a neces-
sary stage of growth or a permanent 
lifestyle. 
- Intimacy between men being less 
accepted (with one group of students in a 
human sexuality course, and perhaps in 
society at large) than more overtly 
sexual behavior. 
. - Coming out. Several people shared 
their experiences. One man told of his 
interaction with his father: "Dad, I'm 
gay." "Don't worry son, I won't tell a 
soul!" 
We all enjoyed that one. · . 
- The media ·and advertising's per-
petuation of sexism and heterosexism. 
As one man put it, GQ magazine used to 
be rather liberal in showing photos of 
four men relaxing together on a blanket 
at the beach. Now, with the conservative 
trend, those four men ar~ still there, but 
with eight women evenly spaced 
between them! 
- Gay men's desire for children. It 
was reported that on the West Coast 
some lesbian women have been bearing 
children for gay men. 
- Shared fears in women and gay 
men of violence on the streets or on 
campus. One gay man said he's afraid to 
walk from one building to another on the 
Gorham campus at night. A woman said 
night course at USM that let out at 9:30 
because she would. have to walk down 
· Deering Ave. and by the Park, weekly, to 
get home. 
Women's need for support and the 
sadness and frustration that men often 
aren't able to supply that. 
The meeting concluded with some 
men asking what books might be helpful 
in further exploring topics related to 
those discussed during the meeting. 
Some of those that were named are: 
For Men Against Sexim, edited by Jon 
Snodgrass (which deals with women's 
oppression as well as g_ay, class, and 
racial oppression); Toward A New 
Psychology of Women, by Jean Baker 
Miller, M.D.; Our Right To Choose, by 
Beverly Harrison . and; Dreaming The 
Dark, by Starhawk. 
Some additional thoughts of my own: 
It is clear that a major part of the prob-
lem is the way in which our society 
. emotionally cripples and dehumanizes 
men and then, in this less sensitive 
state, encourages them to oppress 
women. Obviously it's the system which 
needs to be radically altered or this 
vicious pattern of dehumanization and 
oppression will continue. 
I felt very encouraged that such a 
diverse group of people could deal so well 
with so many heavy issues at one 
meeting. It was amazing and I'm ,sure 
this is only the beginning. It reinforces 
my belief that an essential component of 
peaceful community · is open, honest 
communication. · 
1· 
I she had second thoughts about taking a 
.,, ., tThanks go out to all who attended! 
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Social Work 
Committee Forms 
Lesbians and gay men will stand a 
greater chance of receiving under-
standing and sympathetic help from . 
Maine's social workers now that a 
Committee on Lesbian-Gay Issues has 
been formed within the Maine chapter of 
the National Association of Social 
Workers. 
According to' Richard Steinman, co-
chairman of the committee, the com-
mittee's major goal is to sensitize social 
workers in general to homosexuality 
and to humanize their view of lesbians 
and gay men. The new standing com-
mittee is one of about 30 such committees 
throughout the U.S. As such, the Port-
land Committee will be a part of the 
national network, exchanging ideas, 
meeting reports and other communica-
tions with other committees. 
"At the stage where we are now," 
Steinman said, "we have some sense of 
where our oases are. The board of 
directors (of NASW) voted unanimously 
to create the committee." Steinman 
noted that the committee will act as the 
"chapter's conscience in supporting any 
gay rights issues" that surface in the 
community. 
Specifically, the committee hopes to: 
- Provide an opportunity for peer 
support and the exchange of informa-
tion among lesbian-gay social workers 
and colleagues. 
- Promote a climate of acceptance 
and understanding for the gay or 
lesbian person seeking services. 
- Contribute to the development of 
more complete services to gay and 
lesbian youth. 
- Engage in social action which 
promotes respect for the individual 
values and rights of lesbians and gays. 
- Offer educational opportunities 
and information on lesbian and gay 
potentialities and needs, and their 
relationships and lifestyles, to service 
providers who will work with the gay 
population. · 
Steinman will co-chair the committee 
with Gail Collins. Persons wishing more 
information on the committee may write 
to The University of Southern Maine, 
Social Welfare Department, Committee 
on Lesbian-Gay Issuef? (NASW), 96 
Falmouth St., Portland, 04103. 
Our Paper Goes Backstreet 
By B.J. Aaron 
Determination. It is frequently wha1 
makes the difference between a success-
ful business and a business failure. 
Throughout my interview with Crandall 
"Cubby" Toothaker, owner of BACK 
STREET, determination was the pre-
vailing theme. Det~rmination to estab-
lish a successful gay bottle club in 
Portland, to operate it in a clean and safe 
manner and to have the bar prosper. 
Clearly Cubby has his work cut out for 
hiin. And while the bar has come a long 
way since its inception, it still has 
growth and improvement to experience. 
But with Cubby's determination and 
energy and with time, these will come. 
I'm betting on it. ' 
According to Cubby, there were three 
previous attempts to establish gay bottle 
clubs in Portland before Backstreet 
opened two years ago this month. Such 
attempts have been thwarted by poor 
management, illegal sales of alcohol 
and a lack of community support, 
according to Toothaker. 
What exactly is a bottle club and how 
does Backstreet operate, you ask? So did . 
I. And to find out, I visited Backstreet 
and joined in the Friday night fun on 
February 3rd. 
At first glance, the cover charge may 
seem a bit steep ($3.00 for Fridays and 
Saturdays with a membership card). But 
because of how the bar opertes, this may 
actually prove to be less expensive than 
you think.. Because Backstreet is an 
,after-hours club, it cannot sell alcohol. 
For that reason, patrons bring their own 
alcohol and buy their setups (mixers) at 
the bar. Obviously the bar loses the sale 
of alcohol and must recover part of the 
loss by increasing the cover at the door. 
Too much cash, you say? Well, let's add 
it up. Let's say that you buy your own six 
pack and bring it in with you. You would 
pay only the cover charge (to Backstreet) 
and the cost of your beer (at super-
market prices). Compare that to 
drinking beers at $1.50 each elsewhere. 
Or if you prefer mixed drinks, you pay 
the cost of the cover charge (to Back-
street), the cost of your alcohol (at liquor 
store prices) plus the cost of your setups 
(to Backstreet). You would easily save 50 
cents apd more per drink. 
The financial differences between a 
bottle club and a bar are only part of 
what Backstreet is offering to the 
community. First of all, when the other 
bars close at 1:00 a.m. , Backstreet is just 
opening, providing a place for the 
dancing, drinking and socializing to 
continue. For those who started the 
evening off kind of late, those who have 
met someone they want to continue to 
party with, or those ·who have been 
working until 1:00, this is a welcome 
opportunity. Backstreet also provides a 
unique setting for people from all of the 
various bars to · come together and 
mingle before heading home for the 
' J '1 . 
night (morning). This provides for a 
sense of community instead of com-
petition amongst the local bars. 
In light of Maine's recent crackdown 
on drunk driving and iri the interest of 
public safety, Backstreet has arranged 
to provide a free cab service from the 
Underground to Backstreet at 1:00 a.m. 
and to any location in Portland, South 
Portland and Westbrook when you are 
ready to go home (from Backstreet). The 
bar is also in the process of arranging for 
shuttles from New Hampshire and 
Boston, to allow people to come up and 
dance after hours without risking 
drinking and driving. These services are 
scheduled to begjn sometime i~ March 
anti are to be commended, in my opinion. 
There is free.overnight parking at Back-
street, should you decide not to drive 
home. :-
Cubby's community oriented goals 
are also evident in his relationship with 
the local police department. According 
to Cubby, the Department has been 
extremely cooperative in investigating 
break-ins, etc., and in requesting that 
patrons move their cars when they are 
parked illegally instead of automatically 
towing them away. 
Well, enough of the sales pitch. 
Clearly Cub by and his staff are working 
very hard to succeed at this venture in 
determined and creative ways. I encour-
age you to check it out for yourself and 
here's how it works: 
First, you'll need to bring your own 
bottle if you plan to drink alcohol. You 
can share your booze with friends (pro-
vided that they are oflegal age) and you 
can keep your booze at your table. The 
other option is to leave your booze with 
the bartender, who will mark it as 
belonging to you (this saves you having 
to cart it with you each time you come 
in). Again, you may share your bottle 
with whomever you wish, by simply 
leaving a note with the bartender 
stating who may drink from your bottle . 
Backstreet provides the mixers at $1.25 
per glass. These include juices, sodas 
and drink mixes. Coffee is available at 
75 cents during the evening and is free 
towards the end of the evening. To save 
on the cover charge and reap the 
benefits of weekly specials, ask the door-
person for a VIP card and information 
on how they save you money. 
On April 1, from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m., 
Backstreet will open to sponsor a fund-
raiser for Our Paper and to show off 
their March renovations. All proceeds 
from the cover cahrge ($2.00 per person), 
along with 25% of the setup charges will 
go to Our Paper. This is a great oppor-
tunity come check out the bar, support 
the paper and meet the Our Paper staff. 
At this event and always, Cubby 
welcomes comments on how to improve 
the bar. 
Backstreet is located at 390 Commer-
, ; ,::ial J;IQ"~et in Portland. 
Silkwood: The Medium Brings a Message 
By Nancy Brockway the plant, her unexplained contamina- Dolly, and as the Kerr-McGee decon-
tion with deadly ra4ioactive materials, tamination tean1 rips apart their home 
You gotta go see the movie Silkwood. and her death, Silkwood' s family sued and hauls everything in it ·away, Karen 
It is a great movie. Kerr-McGee. The suit went all the way to watches as Dolly is taken off by a couple 
It tells the story of Karen Silkwood, a the Supreme Court, where the of men from the company. 
worker at a Kerr-McGee plutonium $10,00.0,000 in punitive damages Later, when Karen asks Dolly if she 
processing plant in rural Oklahoma in against Kerr-McGee for the reckless told the company men about her 
the early '70s, who died in a car crash disregard of safety standards that scheduled meeting with the reporter and 
while on her way to share documentary caused Silkwood's contamination by the union rep, Dolly is evasive. She 
proof of radiation hazards and fraudu- plutonium was recently sent back to a shakes her head "no" but when pressed 
lent quality checks at the plant to a lower court for further review. However, for reassurance, she tells Karen: "They 
union official and a N. Y. Times reporter. the Court did uphold the partial right of already know everything about us!" We 
A private eye found evidence of foul play states to protect its citizens from are left feeling either that she ratted on 
in the crash, but the highway patrol radiation hazards through court suits Karen or th_at she confirmed 
quickly called her death a single-car against recklessly negligent companies. information they had from other 
accident and closed the case. Silkwood' s I knew Karen Silkwood would die, and sources. 
documents mysteriously disappeared I knew when in the ~equence of events it The movie goes on to suggest that 
from her car after the accident. would happen, from reading about the Karen was run off the road, despite the 
Silkwood works on many levels. It is a case in the papers. Still, I cried at the written trailer before the credits that 
poignant love story, communicating the end. The closing sequences were real leaves the impression that she fell 
abiding passion between Karen Silk- tear-jerkers .. . some would call them unconscious and drifted off the road. 
wood (Meryl Streep) and her sometimes manipulative ... but they worked on me, Putting it all together, the movie hints 
co-worker and roommate, Drew and I was glad to be released into grief that a lesbian. roo~mate, who had a 
Stephens (Kurt Russell). Itis also.a spell- for the death of this person I had come to crush on Silkwood, buckled under com-
binding thriller, drawing us into the care so much about. And knowing the pany pressure and gave them informa-
atmosphere of danger and intrigue in plot only made me stiffer with dread tion about her plans to go public, where-
which Silkwood gathered her evidence when the alarms sounded, proclaiming upon they had her silenced. 
ofradiation hazard and falsified records that Karen has been contaminated and From reading Kohn's book, I have real 
at the pluton.ium plant. It is a wry must face the painful and (probably) doubts that Silkwood's real life room-
comedy as it shows Karen and Drew futile scrubbing to rid her of the deadly mate was a lesbian; · certainly Kohn 
g.oing a classic double-take when their radioactive stuff you can't see, or smell, never says so, although he talks a lot 
roommate Dolly (Cher) introduces her or taste, or touch. about the Kerr-McGee attempt to make 
lover Angela (Diana Scarwid) the To see how much the movie followed Silkwood herself look "bad" by calling 
morning after a noisy night of love- actual events, I read Who Killed Karen her a lesbian. The judge in the suit 
ma~ing. It is a powerful polemic, con- Silkwood· by Howard Kohn (Summit against Kerr-McGee wouldn't let them 
demning corporate greed and the Paperbacks, $8.95 at Mr. Paperback, mention the word "lesbian." Too 
nuclear industry's callous disregard of among other places) after the first time I inflammatory ... 
worker (and public) safety. It is a saw it. I particularly wanted to see if the Karen's roommate at. the time of the 
moving drama, drawingusintothelives movie accurately portrayed Karen's contamination did buckle under 
of the community of folks working, lesbian ~oommate. If you haven't seen pressure after Karen's death and repeat 
fighting and playing together at the the moVIe yet, you probably should stop the company line that Karen had con-
Kerr-McGee plant. And because we come reading here until you do; the facts taminated herself. She later fessed up 
to love these people, it is a terrible might spoil the movie for you. that this idea was forced upon her. But 
tragedy when Silkwood, on h.er way to A crucial moment in the movie comes she never knew about Karen's folder ot 
make her evidence public, dies when her when Karen is contaminated with pluto- documents with reproductions· of the 
car mysteriously runs off the road. · nium, the deadliest substance on earth touched-up photos the company used to 
The basics of the movie's plot are (less than the amount of a dot on this get the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
taken from real life. It takes Silkwood page, if inhaled into your lungs, will kill (then the AEC) to pass faulty welds in 
from the time she starts active work you ... ), and it begins to dawn on her that plutonium fuel rods. She never knew 
against 'radicractive hazards through maybe she's been contaminated on pur- about the meeting with the reporter. The 
her death. Afterwards, unable to get pose by the company, to put an end to real "Dolly'·' couldn't have ratted on 
Congress to mount a sustained her investigation. The contamination Karen if she'd wanted to. 
investigation into safety conditions at has gotten into the ~ome sl?,e ~hf.Jes with The gratuitous . insult is not even 
supported dramatically by the movie, 
although you can guess that Dolly was 
either intimidated, coerced or mani-
pulated into giving the information 
based on her resentment at Kareti:s 
· constant spurning of her advances. I'd 
admit that there's not much support for 
that idea as a motive, but there's not 
much support for any identifiable 
motive in the movie. After all, the movie 
portrays Dolly as a tough cookie, 
nobody's fool, not likely to cave iri under 
pressure, and up to the moment of 
evasiveness, a -true friend of Karen's. On 
top of which, there were hints that 
l\ar~n was being wire-tapped, so we 
d1dn t need to have Dolly spill the beans 
in order to believe the company knew 
about the meeting and its purpose. So 
why did the movie suggest that Dolly 
tipped. off ~aren's murderers? Why, 
when 1t wasn t necessary to the plot, did 
the movie distort the facts so as -to . 
besmirch the integrity of a lesbian? 
the 
. .._;._. .. *,. ·~"' •• , ", ~ \•t" .. "' 
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The movie also gets in a few digs at tne 
integrity of union leaders, in this case 
also undeserved. And it makes Drew out 
to be an unthinking rube who tries to 
hold Karen back. (We saw a similar 
stereotype in Norma Rae.) Again, this is 
a slander, because Drew had been active 
in the union until the company broke a 
long strike a couple of years before 
Karen's contamination and death. 
Drew's cynicism was born of personal 
experience fighting Kerr-McGee. And 
contrary to the film, Drew didn't leave 
because of the energy she gave to the 
union; Karen left him for a while, over 
her depression at being separated from · 
her kids, and her frustration with his 
("masculine") inability to . show his 
feelings. 
The movie repeats the official story 
that Silkwood had lots of Quaaludes in 
her when she crashed, whereas the 
autoJ?SY showed it was just one pill, and 
Karen was used to them. One 'Jude 
would not have made her drowsy· on that 
special night. 
For al~ the movie unnecessarily 
played with the facts, supposedly for 
dramatic ends or to avoid-a libel suit it 
remains a masterpiece. I left the mo~e 
being glad to be alive, and inspired to 
keep on working for justice. A double 
blessing. · 
For more information about the Silk-
wood case,. contact the Christie 
Institute, 1324 North Capitol St., 
Washington, D.C. 20002. 
Franny 
Wins Award 
Local writer John Preston hadn't 
· expected that his first book, Franny the 
Queen of Provincetown, would end up as 
a play. There's a preface to the volume 
(published by Alyson Publications) 
which explicitly announces that Franny 
isn't a performance piece. 
But reviewers and more than a few 
readers have all responded to the work 
by saying that they'd like to see it on 
stage. The big guns in gay theatre evi-
dently agree with them. 
Franny has just been named a winner 
of the Jane Chambers Gay Playwriting 
Contest. The prestigious award, given 
by the New York-based Meridian 
Theatre, carries a small cash prize and 
- more important - two staged 
readings of the work in New York City 
later this spring. 
San Francisco's Theatre Rhinoceros 
has also paid attention to Franny. The 
largest gay theatre in the country has 
tentatively scheduled the work as a par1 
of their 1984/ 5 season. If all goes ae 
planned, Franny will run for six to eigh1 
weeks on the Theatre's Mainstage. 
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Jerry's Banter 
Vita: The Lesbian Aristocrat 
By J.B. 
In my late teens I was, becalmed in a 
smali Vermont town with little to do but 
read my way through an old collection of 
novels. It was here that I first came 
across the books of V. Sackville-West 
(1892-1962), the subject of a recent bio-
graphy, Vita (Knopf, $17.95) by Victoria 
Glendenning. Fifty years ago the books 
of V. Sackville-West sold very well. 
Doubtless far better than those of one of 
her closest friends, Virginia Woolf. 
Since then Vita Sackville-West's 
literary reputation has plummeted. 
Except to that strange animal - the 
English Lit. major - she is forgotten as 
a writer. She is remembered today 
because of her friends and lovers, her 
marriage and . her garden. For these 
reasons Victoria Glendenning's "bio-
graphy will be read. 
Victoria Sackville-W est, generally 
known as Vita, the only daughter of the 
third Lord · Sackville, was raised at 
Knole, one of the largest houses 
in England, a Tudor palace built around 
seven courtyards within a 1,000 acre 
park. Her romantic love for her aristo-
cratic birthplace combined with her 
disappointment that as a woman she 
could not inherit it, did much to form her 
personal character and professional 
career. Educated at home she was a 
prodigious reader and compulsive 
writer. By the time she was 18 she had 
written eight historical novels and 5 
plays. Developing alongside her love of 
literature was her attachment to country 
pursuits, especially gardening. In 1913 
she married Harold Nicolson, a career 
diplomat. All her life she was to struggle 
against being known as Mrs. Harold 
Nicolson. Their first son was born at 
Knole. A few years later they purchased 
a country house, Long Barn, where they 
lived until 1930. 
· During these years V. S-W developed 
into a highly prolific professional writer, 
successful in the widely different fields 
of poetry, fiction and biography. Her 
finest novels hold their own as period 
pieces describing English high so.ciety 
during the first years of this century. In 
the years between the world wars, V. S-
W's personal life was always emotional 
and usually stormy. For three years, 
from 1918 to 1921 she had an intense 
love affair with a childhood friend, 
Violet Trefusis, with whom she ran off 
on several occasions, but eventually she 
resumed her basically happy marriage 
with Harold at Long 'Barn where they 
were creating a beautiful garden. In the 
late 1920s V. S-W's most important 
relationship, apart from her-marriage, 
was with Virginia Woolfwhpse baroque 
fantasy Orlando (1928) was her pub-
lished love letter to her. . 
1930 she worked continuously on her 
writing and her new garden which 
many consider her finest creation. The 
garden at Sissinghurst is seven acres, 
consisting of linked enclosures, formal 
in shape, planted with an abundance of 
scented flowers and old roses in 
profusion. 
As she grew old V. S-W grew more soli-
tary. She rarely went to London where 
Nicolson spent his week. They shared, 
however, many bonds .as well as an 
affection wh.ich held them together. One 
was a love ofliterature, another was the 
garden they created and though neither 
took naturally to parenthood they 
enjoyed their children. Their marriage 
was unconventional; for both Vita and 
Harold were basically gay, each needed 
the other to advise, amuse, sustain and 
undertanding. By 1950 the garden at 
Sissinghurst had reached its zenith and 
V. S-W was recognized as one of 
England's finest gardeners. Probably 
her most popular writings were the gar-
dening column she wrote for an English 
newspaper from 1946 to 1961. Selections 
from these articles have been reprinted 
many times in book. form. Like all her 
writings they are graced with lucidity 
and intelligence. On her death Sissing- , 
burst passed to the National Trust 
which maintains it. Each year Vita and 
Harold's creation is visited by thou-
sands of people. 
Victoria Glendinning, the author of 
other notable biographies of writers; 
Elizabeth Bowen and Edith Sitwell, has 
written a compelling story of a com-
plicated, creative woman. Readers who 
were fascinated by Portrait oft a 
Marriage (1972) by Vita's son Nigel' 
which contains V. S-W's memoir of her 
romance with Violet Trefussis, along 
with a long narrative by Nigel relating 
his account of his parents' marriage, 
'*il't firi'a a adiuonal details of the rela-
tionship here. 
ByD.D.B. 
"Pan" in Nancy Brockway's review of 
Yentl cannot be the final word. Nor 
should we settle for the view that women 
. loving women means only physical love. 
After having seen Yentl several times 
and reading · Singer's version·, "Yentl 
the Yeshiva Boy," I have to thank the " 
goddess that it was Streisand's version, 
wilth all its love for women, that became 
the movie. , 
Yes it's true (for all those hard core 
lesbians) in Singer'.s version Yentl, 
disguised as a man married to Hadass, -
"found a way to deflower the bride." 
(And we all know what that means.) But 
it's also true that Singer's Yentl hated 
women; she called them '.'old bags," 
"e,yesores," and said of one woman that 
she "no doubt nagged her first husband 
to death." In Singer's version Yentl, as a 
man, sewed on buttons for Avigdor (the 
· yeshiva student whom she loved) a'.nd 
won his love by fussing over him and 
giving him things he couldn't afford. In 
the end Singer's Yentl goes on to another 
yeishiva still disguised as a man, still 
hating women, still denying her own 
womanhood. 
Streisand's Yentl gradually learns to 
love and respect women. She tells 
Hadass that she is proud of her and that 
Hadass should be proud of herself too. In 
the film version Yentl wins Avigdor's 
love because of her own· strength, 
courage, and intelligence, not because of 
the things she gave him. Streisand's 
film ends with Yentl bracing herself 
a11rainst all the pressures of society as 
she proclaims that she is a woman who 
wants "more" . . . more than Avigq.or, 
more than living a lie; she wants the 
foeedom to be . .. no matter what tlie cost. 
This speaks to me very clearly as a 
woman and as a lesbian. 
Theatre, as an art· form, has very 
specific limitations; a director is limited 
both in time and content and.must there-
fore choose carefully what she wants to 
1:1ay. Streis.and focused deliberately on 
the oppression of women and the 
struggle for individuality. She wisely 
clliose to avoid the issue of Jewish 
0111pression in Eastern Europe because 
that is a subject which deserves full 
audience attention and cannot be 
treated lightly in a musical. (It was not 
her story.) Once you accept these limita-
tions you can sit: back and enjoy the 
theatre experience which demands that 
a part of you sus:eends reality. This 
suspension of reality was required by all 
Shakespearean followers in the 16th 
century when women characters were 
played exclusively by men. I, therefore, 
easily accepted the male Streisand/ 
Yentl. Perhaps I was also more 
accepting of Streisand as a man because 
I encounter this situation every time I go-
to a local store. There I am served by a 
man, who is clearly a woman, 
pretending to be a man. No one ever 
really looks at her. 
, With popcorn in hand and my commit-
ment to suspended reality I sat back and 
watched Streisand's. Yentl unfold. Her 
message was clear in every scene with 
lines such as "if! am not for myself, then 
for who?", "Nothing is impossible," 
"who knows what's natural" . . . She used 
a god-centered argument for equality 
when she quoted from the book of 
Genesis that women were created from 
the side of man not the rib, therefore "we 
all have male and female" characteri-
stics. 
Contrary to the previous review of 
Yentl which stated that "the attitude of 
the film" was that "gays are queer," I 
found the film to be pro gay. It was · 
definitely not a "Lianna" but in several 
scenes Yentl as Anshel was clearly 
attracted to Hadass. In the film 
Streisand used songs as internal 
dialogues. One of .these songs, "No· 
Matter," is an internal dialogue which 
takes place first at dinner with Avigdor, 
Hadass and her family present and then 
again when Hadass and Yentl (as 
J\nshel) are alone having tea. During 
dmner _Yentl's words in · this song are 
"No wonder he ,oves her, what else could 
he do? If I were a man I would too!" At 
tea when Hadass and Anshel (Yentl) are 
alone and Anshel is considering 
marrying. Hadass the song is repeated 
with the words slightly changed. The 
actual dialogue and the internal dia-
logue weave in and out with Hadass 
'asking Anshel (Yentl) if she would 
prefer lemon or milk in her tea. Yentl's 
_ internal thoughts are "And though her 
silk hair and milky complexion are nice, 
still they're not that distracting." Her 
response to .Hadass' question is "milky" 
(I mean) "milk." Evidently something 
was distracting Yentl. Streisand freezes 
another scene during this song for a few 
seconds when Hadass, dressed in lace, 
leans toward Anshel (Yentl) and her 
hair burshes against Anshel's face. 
Anshel (Yentl) is staring at Hadass' 
breasts and sings "No wonder he loves 
her, no wonder to me-with ribbons and 
laces in all the right places." During this 
tea scene the sorig ends with the words 
"No wonder he wants her, he needs her, 
he loves, no wonder, so would I." The 
words previously used at dinner "If I 
were man" (I would love her too) are con-
spicuously missing. Ye9-tl is clearly dis-
covering that as a woman she could/ did 
have feelings/ desires for other women. 
For all you minutia 'nuts the dialogue 
immediately after this last song differs 
from movie to record version. In the 
movie Yentl asks Hadass where her 
parents are and Hadass responds that 
they are_ interviewing other potential 
husbands. The record version has Yentl 
asking "Hadas's where are your 
parents? Should they leave us alone?" to 
which Hadass responds "They trust us 
Anshel," and Yentl (Anshel) responds 
"Maybe they shouldn't." My lesbian 
imagination soars at the possibilities 
here. I have no doubt that this version 
was cut from the movie because it would 
have been harder to explain Yentl's 
returning to Avigdor. I'm glad Streisand 
left it on the record. 
continued on page 11 
In 1930 Vita and Harold bought a 
ruined Elizabethan mansion, Sissing-
hurst Castle, in the weald of Kent with 
the intention of restoring it and creating 
a notable garden from the ruins. From 
Vita remained all her life the 
Edwardian aristocrat with the flippant 
rich woman's arrogance. The Nicolson's 
code word for "homosexual" was "back-
stairs," the servants' stairs (i.e., less 
than equal). Scandal frightened her. The 
secrecy of her affairs added the element 
of adventure that she craved. Vita was 
conservative about "permissiveness" in 
print. Though she attended the hearing 
held to appeal the banning of The Well of 
Loneliness she never in all her life had 
the desire to come out in print. Vita was 
simply not a trail blazer, Surprisingly 
Vita had a friend in Washington 
Count , Maine. Andrew Reiber, a retired 
actor, "v.,.e'd with his friend in Addison. 
In 1951 he wrote a fan letter to Vita and 
received a warm reply and so began an 
exchange of letters that only ceased in 
1962 when V. S-W died ·of cancer. This 
exchange of letters has been published. 
Dearest Andrew (Scribner's, 1979) 
makes charming reading. 
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JOHN GLENN 
Glenn has not sought gay support and 
has said that he does not support federal 
gay rights legislation. He has said, "It is 
not the government's job to endorse 
personal sexual preferences." He claims 
that homosexuality is a "lifestyle" that 
should not be protected by Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act. As a result of these 
statements, Glenn's New York State 
resigned and Glenn's appearances are 
often picketed by gay groups. Last fall 
Glenn received 6% of the vote in the 
straw poll. 
GARY HART 
Mr. Hart has targeted younger voters 
and women for support. He supports 
federal gay rights legislation in concept 
b1:1t will ;°-Ot sponsor the Senate Gay 
Rights Bill because of technical prob-
lems with the bill itself. He supports 
.ref?~ms in anti-gay immigration 
policies and says, "military employment 
should not be restricted because of 
sexual o?entation per se." He says he 
would issue an executive order 
protecting gays and lesbians in federal 
government. Hart has the support of 
several Bangor area lesbian feminist 
activists. 
ERNEST HOLLINGS 
Senator Hollings signed on as a 
sponsor of the Senate Gay Rights Bill 
s~ort}y after announcing his candidacy. 
His support of gay issues in the Senate 
incl_udes l_eading the fight to prevent 
anti-gay nders to an appropriations bill 
for our nation's military academies. 
JESSE JACKSON 
After some nudging Jackson included 
gays in his "rainbow coalition" and now 
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recently at a candidates' forum spon-
sored by Boston gay and lesbian 
political groups where he stated that 
" the rights of gay and lesbian people 
must be affirmed as a matter oflaw." He 
has appointed a gay liaison in his 
campaign. Jackson emphasizes that 
gays must not isolate themselves from 
other oppressed minorities, but must 
form coalitions with Blacks, Hispanics 
and others. 
GEORGE McGOVERN 
McGovern is generally liberal on 
social issues. He was not a sponsor of the 
Senate Gay Rights Bill when he was in 
the Senate but says that he now 
supports such legislation. 
WALTER MONDALE 
Mondale says that he supports, in 
concept, legislation to prohibit discrimi-
nation based on sexual orientation, but 
has not endorsed specific legislation as 
yet. He says he will "use the power of the 
Presidency to prohibit discrimination 
across the board," and promises that he 
would, "within the first three months of 
my administration issue executive 
orders banning discrimination in 
federal employment on the basis of 
sexual orientation." Mondale has not 
yet made a decision concerning the 
extension of this ban to the military or to 
security agencies. 
Mr. Mondale has received the endorse-
ment of gay Democratic clubs in 
Washington and New York and from the 
National Organization For Women 
(NOW). He received 51 % of the vote in 
Maine's straw poll last October. 
No review is complete without a little 
criticism and here is mine - this film 
was definitely not perfect. Perfection for 
me would have been Yentl and Hadass 
disappearing into the sunset (a little too 
much to expect of Streisand at this 
time?). But in all other things it was near 
perfect. Watching women holding, 
stroking, kissing and saying "I love 
you" to each other is beautiful. 
The film deserves acclaim for its 
message. The cinematography, making 
use of the right camera angles and the 
weather to create the desired moods, is 
excellent. The music flows naturally 
through the scenes, because unlike other 
musicals the action is not stopped to 
create a production number. Every 
element . of this film was carefully 
nurtured with loving.hands by a woman 
who struggled some 15 years for the 
right to bring it to life. We can all 
identify with this struggle and the need 
to make inroads into male dominated 
structures which narrowly define our 
possibilities as lesbians .and gay men. 
Streisand is the firsf woman ever to be 
allowed such total control over a film 
with a budget that eventually reached 
nearly 15 million dollars. She truly 
deserves the Golden Globe Awards she 
won for Best Director and Best Film. 
Ultimately Streisand's Yentl leaves 
Hadass "to be" herself "at last" and 
promises Hadass that "it won't be the 
same anymore." I left the theatre feeling 
that I wouldn't be the same anymore 
because I heard the message very 
clearly, "if I am not for myself, then for 
who?" Thank you Barbra Streisand. 
Trembling torso 
Strong and slender, 
Cresting softly -
Your body render. 
- Elizabeth 







Sunrise . . " Waffles . ,· 
*** The UMO Women's Center will hold a -w omyns Health Symposium with a 
foc us on Sexism, Racism;.Classism, a nd 
Health Care, on March 30 a rid 31. Dr. 
Helen Rodriguez will speak-on reproduc-
tive rights and abortion . A film and dis· 
cussion will be held on Friday, March 
30 in lOLEngliJ>h( Math building_. Work-
shops will oenela-Al events will take 
place in the Memorial Union, UMO 
Campus, Orono. Registration $2.00. For 
· more info rmation , call 947-2537, 581-
1288, or 866-4761. 
WHERE TO FIND US 
Our Paper is distributed through most 
of the organizations listed in the 
LESBIGAY NETWORK and is 
available at the following locations: 
Backstreet, Portland 
Bangor Public Library 
Bookland, Portland, South Portland, 
Brunswick 
Books Etc., Portland 
Close Encounters, Portland 
Congress Street Bookstore, Portland 
Cycles, Portland 
Glad Day Books, Boston 
Good Day M&rket, Portland 
Gulf of Maine Books, Brunswick 
Iris, Portsmouth, N.H. 
Manassas, Portland 
Members, Portsmouth, N.H. 
New Leaf Books, Rockland 
New Ventures, Portland 
Orphan Annie's, Auburn 
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop, New 
York City 
Our Books, Portland 
Papa Joe's, Augusta 
Portland Public Library 
Sportsman's, Lewiston 
Spring Street Gym, Portland 
Sunrise Waffles, Machias 
State Th~ater, Portland 
Underground, Portland 
Westbrook College Library, Portland 
Woodford's Cafe, Portland 
Mon. & Tues. I Wed. - Sat. / Sun. 
8AM - 2PM 7AM - 7PM 9AM - 7PM 
BestJJ,is/J.<J~r{rom your friends · 
at the 
3 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 
Coming in March, 
our new light show, video, 
























Friday, March 2 
Mardi Gras Masquerade Party, Papa 
Joe's, 80 Water St., Augusta, 9 p.m. 
Saturday, March 3 
- INTERWEAVE Bangor, 7:30 p.m., 
group activity, Unitarian Church, Main 
Street. 
Saturday-Sunday, March 3-4 
Bent, USM, Luther Bonney Audi-
torium, 8:00_ p.m., $3.5,0; also March 10-
11. 
Sunday·, March 4 
"Plain Talk" banq, original rock and 
vocals, Underground, 3 Spring St., Port-
land, "5-8:30 p.m. · 
Democratic Party caucuses, state-
wide. 
Tuesday, March 6 
How We Got The Vote-socio-cultural 
views of the suffrage movement, film, 
523 Luther Bonney Hall, USM, Port-
land, 12:00-1:00 p:m. 
Friday, Marc~ 9 
" Developing a Positive Gay Identity," 
informal discussion at Gay _ People's 
Alliance, 92 Bedford St., USM, Portland, 
7:00 p.m. 
Saturday, March 10 
Women Outdoors , skating at 
Biddeford Pool, 10 a.rn. to 1 p.m., pot-
luck following. Call 283-1343. 
Saturday-Sunday, March 10-11 
Ski weekend in Conway, N.H. - st;iy 
in private gay-owmed house, cross . 
country and downhill skiing, free 
lodging, sponsored by GPA, 780-4085. 
Bent, USM Lutheir Bonney Audi-
torium, 8:00 p.m., $3.50. 
Tuesday, March 13 
Women, Ritual and Religion -
contemporary feminist theology, witch-
craft, and rituals - film, 523 Luther 
Bonney Hall, USM, Portland, 12:00-
1 :00 p.ni. 
Saturday," March 1~' 
Boogie Bash - a dance jam space 
where one can move to a variety of 
inspiring recorded music, · People's 
Building, 155. Brackett St., third floor, 
Portland, 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. $2 
admission to benefit PAUSICA 
(Portlanders Against U .S. Involvement 
in Central America). 
St. Patrick's Day Party, Spring St. 
Gym, 117 Spring St., Portland. 
St. Patrick's Day Party, Papa Joe's, 80 
Water St., Augusta, 9 p.m. 
St. Patrick's Day Party (wear green), 
Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 
INTERWEAVE Bangor, potluck at 
6:30 p.m., program i:tt 7:30 p.m., Uni-
tarian Church, Main Street. 
Monday, March 19 
Harbor Masters supper, Cycles, 59 
Center St., Portland, 16 to 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 21 
Spring Fever Party, Papa Joe's, 80 
Water St., Augusta, 9 p.m. 
Women Outdoors ]planning session. 
Photos shown of winter trips, Every-
woman's Center, YWCA, Portland, 6 
p.m., call 774-4044. 
Friday-Sunday, March 23-25 
Symposium XI, Memorial Union, 
UMO, Orono. 
Sunday, March 25 
INTERWEAVE Augusta, potluck at 
6:30 p.m., program to follow, All Sou.ls 
Unitarian Church, 11 King St., Augusta. 
· Women Outdoors _:_ skiing or snow-
shoeing-at Chewonki Neck, Wiscassett 
- lunch. Call 882-7323 or 774-4044. 
-Monday, March 26 
Women Outdoors bicycle · tune-up. 
Learn how to get your bicycle ready for 
spring, Unity College Art Gallery, call 
948-3131. 
Friday, March 30 
"'84 and Counting" - discussion of 
_how gay Mainers can participate during 
this election year, Gay .People's 
Alliance, 92 Bedford St., USM, Port-
land, 7:00 p.m. 
Saturday, March 31 
Boogie Bash - a dance jam space 
where one can move · to a variety of 
inspiring dance music, People's 
Building, 155 Brackett St. , 3rd floor, 
Portland, 8:30 p.m . to 12:30 a.m., $2.00 
admission. Free cold spring water. Call 
775-5658 for more information. 
Friday-Saturday, March 30-31 
Gay/ lesbian voter registration drive 
at The Underground, 3 Spring St., Port-
land, sponsored by GP A. 
Sunday, April 1 
Tony Spotten, "Bal en Blanc, an 
Evening in White," Underground, 3 
Spririg St., Portland. 
* 
Coming soon ... 
Friday, April 13, Holly Near in 
Concert! University of Maine, 
Orono, Lengyel Gym, 8 p.m. 
.. 
MONDAYS 
Feminist · Spimaal Comm11nity -
every Monday, 7 P.M., &tate St. 
Church. Poriland. . 
Gay Health Action Committee --irregu-
lar Mondaye, Portland - call 773-6540. 
TUESDAYS 
Greater · Portland N.O.W. - - fourth 
Tlleaday of the month, Y. W.CA; 87 
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 P.M. . -
FRIDAYS 
"Free to Be" Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics 
Anonymous :--e~ery Friday, 7:30 to 8:30, 
All Souls Umtanan Church, 11 King St., 
Augusta. 
Gay People's Alliance- - every Friday, 
7 pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open 
meetings (no meetings during school 
vacation). 
Northern Lambda Nord- eecondFri-
day of the month - di.acuaaion group, 
in New Sweden. -
SATURDAYS 
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday 
of the month, Unitarian Church, Main 
St., 6 P.M. potluck and meeting. 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics AnQnymous -
every Tuesday, open discu·ssion 
meeting, 8 P.M., First Parish Uniitarian 
Universalist Church, 425 Congr·ess St., 
Portland. 
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every 
Saturday, 8 P.M., First Parish 
Our Paperataffmeeting-evoryTuee- Unitarian Universalist Church, ~25 · 
_day, 7:30 '.P.M., Our Boob, 4 Pine St., Congress St., Portland. 
Portland. New members are ,velcome. SUNDAYS 
. Alliance To Preserve Reproductive 
Choice - second Tuesday of the 
month, Y:W.C.A., 87 Spring St., Port-
land, 7 P.M. 
WEDNESDAYS 
Gay Parents Support Group, meets 
every Wednesday, 7:30 pm, call ~780-4085 
or 772-4741 (Portland) for information. 
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Allianc1~ - first 
and third Wednesday, 7:30 pmi. Chase 
Bain Chamber, 256 Maine St. (above 
garage), Brunswick. Call 725-8.731 ext. 
633 (Scott) or write M.U. 367. Bowdoin 
College. Meetings held only when 
College is in session. 
THURSDAYS 
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, discussion meeting 
8:00 pm, Unitarian Church, Mlain St., 
~n1tor. 
Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, step meeting, 7::30 P.M., 
First Parish Unitarian Uni,rersalist 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portlland. 
Men's Network - first Sunday of the 
month, Preble St. Chapel, 331 Cum-
berland Ave., Portland, 6:30 P.M. pot-
luck and social. 
Northern Lambda - Nord - last 
Sunday of the month - buainess 
meeting, 1:00 P.M. followed by pot-
luck. 
W-tlde-Stein Club - every Sunday - _ 
7:00 P.M. - Peabody Lounge, 3rd 
floor, Memorial Union, Univ. of 
Maine. Orono. 
INTERWEAVE Augusta-last Sunday 
of the month, All Souls Unitarian 
Church, 11 King St., 6:30 potluck and 
meetin~ 
* 
LESBIAN SUPPORT / DISCUSSION 
GROUP beginning March 11 from 7:00-
9:00 p.m. at 92 Bedford St.; U.S.M. 




P.O. BOX 10744 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04104 
(207) 773-5540 
the Cafe 
129 SPRING STREET 
FINE USED FURNITURE 
235 Congress Street 
Wed. -Sat. 10:30-530 
Sunday 12:00-4 00 
Erna J. Koch 





185 Middle Street 
P.O. Box 7685 
Portland, Maine 04112 
(207) 774 • 8273 
I LESBIGAYNETWORK 
~ I · . .. , Downe~st Gay Alliance 
Gay Parents Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 
PQrtland 
Mid-Coast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 4'96 
Camden (),jl843 
Parents and Friends of Gays 
P.O. Box 215 
Au1ut1ta 04;330 
! Bates Gay/Stra11ht A_lhance P.O. Box o 
I Bat«:9 Coller_ e Ellsworth 04605 Lewiston 04240 · 
l 
Bowdoin Gay/Strai1ht Alliance · Feminist Spiritual Community 
Bowdoin College c/o State St. Church · 






clo Elze P.O. Box 10723 
372 Preble St. P_ortland 04104 
So. Portland 04106 
Gay People', Alliance 




P.O. Rox 215 
Augusta 04330 
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland 04112 
National Orranization for Women 
c/o Kerblet1lri · 
73 Fem St. 
Bangor 04~10l 
Greater Portland N.O.W. 
P.O. Boll ~012 Station A 
Portland O.UOl 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Rox 990 . 
Caribou 04,736 
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888 
Seacoast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 




University of Maine - Orono 
Orono 04469 
,, . 
